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August 1, 1988

Elizabeth A. Armstrong
Deputy Commissioner
Department of Environmental Protection
State House Station 17
Augusta, ME 04333
Re: Mining Waste Management Rule
'
Ltz_
Dear M s . ~ g :
As we discussed, I am sending you a proposed regulation for
mining waste management. I have also included an executive summary
of the rule.
As you will recall, we have been working with Chevron Resources,
Inc. in drafting these proposed rules. We are suggesting these
rules because our analysis of the proposed Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) regulations has led us to conclude
that metallic ore mining will not be feasible in Maine unless
appropriate regulations for the management of mining waste are
adopted. Further, Maine will need these regulations to govern both
mining waste that is a solid waste and mining waste that is
currently classed as hazardous waste under Maine's existing
hazardous waste regulations.
The enclosed draft mining waste management rule was taken from
the recently released U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
draft "strawman" rule for mining waste and, like the EPA strawman,
was drafted to cover all classes of mining waste. The enclosed rule
is drafted.as new chapter 407 of the DEP Solid Waste Rules (based on
the March 22, 1988 DEP draft). Although it is drafted to provide

Ms. Elizabeth A. Armstrong
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July 31, 1988

protective standards for all types of waste, it would now apply only
to mining waste that is a solid waste (because Maine's hazardous
waste regulations presently cover mining wastes classed as
hazardous.)
As you know, Chevron Resources supports appropriate regulation
of mining waste. To assist with Chevron's planning, especially for
the Bold Mountain Project, we request that these mining waste
regulations be adopted as quickly as possible. We believe that the
draft rule is fu1ly protective of health and the environment and
could be adopted by the Department as drafted. Of course, the rule
must first be the subject of public review and comment. Therefore,
we ask that you publish this draft regulation for comment with the
next set of DEP draft solid waste regulations that will be
distributed for public review in the next few weeks.
Please call me, John Delahanty, or Ken Gray if you have any
questions. We look forward to working with you on this matter.
Very truly yours,

bQ./v\.
Daniel E. Boxer
KFG/sjc
Enclosure
cc:

Alan D. MacEwan, Esq.
Dean C. Marriott, Commissioner, Dept. of Envir. Protection
Robert R. LaBontal Commissioner, Dept. of Conservation
Paula Clark, Director, Bureau of Solid Waste Management
Paul Frederic, Director, Land Use Regulation Commission
Walter Anderson, Director & State Geologist,
Maine Geological Survey/
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August 1, 1988

Elizabeth A. Armstrong
Deputy Commissioner
Department of Environmental Protection
State House Station 17
Augusta, ME 04333
Re:

Mining Waste Management Rule

Ltz_
Dear M s . ~ g :
As we discussed, I am sending you a proposed regulation for
mining waste management. I have also included an executive summary
of the rule.
As you will recall, we have been working with Chevron Resources,
Inc. in drafting these proposed rules. We are suggesting these
rules because our analysis of the proposed Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) regulations has led us to conclude
that metallic ore mining will not be feasible in Maine unless
appropriate regulations for the management of mining waste are
adopted. Further, Maine will need these regulations to govern both
mining waste that is a solid waste and mining waste that is
currently classed as hazardous waste under Maine's existing
hazardous waste regulations.
The enclosed draft mining waste management rule was taken from
the recently released U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
draft "strawman" rule for mining waste and, like the EPA strawman,
was drafted to cover all classes of mining waste. The enclosed rule
is drafted as new chapter 407 of the DEP Solid Waste Rules (based on
the March 22, 1988 DEP draft). Although it is drafted to provide
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protective standards for all types of waste, it would now apply only
to mining waste that is a solid waste (because Maine's hazardous
waste regulations presently cover mining wastes classed as
hazardous.)
As you know, Chevron Resources supports appropriate regulation
of mining waste. To assist with Chevron's planning, especially for
the Bold Mountain Project, we request that these mining waste
regulations be adopted as quickly as possible. We believe that the
draft rule is fully protective of health and the environment and
could be adopted by the Department as drafted. Of course, the rule
must first be the subject of public review and comment. Therefore,
we ask that you publish this draft regulation for comment with the
next set of DEP draft solid waste regulations that will be
distributed for public review in the next few weeks.
Please call me, John Delahanty, or Ken Gray if you have any
questions. We look forward to working with you on this matter.
Very truly yours,

b~
Daniel E. Boxer
KFG/sjc
Enclosure
cc:

Alan D. MacEwan, Esq.
Dean C. Marriott, Commissioner, Dept. of Envir. Protection
Robert R. LaBonta, Commissioner, Dept. of Conservation
Paula Clark, Director, Bureau of Solid Waste Management
Paul Frederic, Director, Land Use Regulation Commission
Walter Anderson, Director & State Geologist,
Maine Geological Survey/

SUMMARY
MAINE MINING WASTE DRAFT RULE

INTRODUCTION
The attached draft rule would regulate the management of
mining wastes in the State of Maine.

Existing solid waste

regulations of the State of Maine cover mining waste, but are
not appropriately tailored to require appropriate and
protective management.

These draft rules are proposed for

adoption as a new chapter of the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) Solid Waste Management Rules.
SCOPE OF PROPOSED RULES
The proposed rules for the management of mining waste apply
only to metallic mineral mines (e.g., copper or zinc mines).
Mining activities covered by the proposed rules include the
storage, treatment and disposal of mining wastes.
In particular, the proposed rules specify the technical
requirements for the siting, design, operation, closure, and
post-closure care for new mine waste facilities.

Persons who

intend to operate mines and generate mining wastes must satisfy
these requirements and obtain a permit from the DEP.

The

regulation does not purport to cover existing mining
facilities, as none are believed to be operating currently, nor
does it include closed mine waste facilities (which are subject
to existing cleanup requirements).

RELATIONSHIP TO STATE AND FEDERAL RULES
The proposed rule is intended to be incorporated into the
DEP's Solid Waste Management Rules as new Chapter 407 - Mining
Waste Management.

Therefore, it is intended to operate like

other chapters of the Rules that require a permit application,
DEP review, and DEP approval.

In drafting this rule, the

authors worked from the DEP rules as contained in the March 22,
1988 Draft Proposed Revisions to the Solid Waste Manag~ment
Rules.

Note that conforming changes to the DEP solid waste

management rules will be rquired.

These include the exclusion

of land clearing debris and woodwastes from regulation under
Chapter 404 (Construction and Demolition Debris, Stumps and
Brush, Inert Fill and Woodwastes), so that land clearing debris
and woodwastes generated at mining facilities are regulated
exclusively under Chapter 407.
The rule was based on a May 31, 1988 "strawman" rule
developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The EPA strawman rule represents a suggested approach to a
state mining waste program.

Accordingly, the authors have

modified the EPA strawman to reflect laws and conditions in
Maine.
Like the EPA draft rule, the attached draft rule is
specifically crafted for mining waste.

The EPA strawman rule

was intended to cover waste that could also be hazardous waste
under federal definitions.

The attached proposed rule does not

apply to wastes classed as hazardous because they are pr~sently
regulated under another chapter of the DEP regulations.
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The

state hazardous waste regulations will have to be amended to
assure that any mining waste, whether hazardous or not, will be
handled under this rule.
Outline of Proposed Rule
Section 1.

DEFINITIONS

Section 2.

SCOPE

0

Facilities managing waste from the mining of metallic
minerals.

0

Stored material (sulfur, soils and overburden) regulated

0

when the facility or unit is closed.

0

Exclusions listed.

Section 3.
0

PERFORMANCE GOALS

Ground Water Protection:
+

Based on MCL promulgated under Safe Drinking Water
Act, National Primary Drinking Water Regulations; or
risk-based level; or background concentration.

+

Location of compliance in uppermost potentially
useable aquifer at or within property boundary as
determined by site conditions.

+

Performance goals must be set for:

silver, co?per,

nickel, lead, aluminum, zinc, cyanide, pH, total
dissolved solids, radionclides, other parameters if
required.
+

Performance goals need not be set if they wi:1 ~ot be
exceeded based on an analysis of mineralogy and waste
materials.

0

Surface Water Protect:on:
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+

Compliance with Clean Water Act, Safe Drinking Water
Act, and Maine Water Pollution Control law.

+

Performance goals for one or more vater quality
parameters may be waived by Department upon
evaluation of site-specific and waste-specific
information.

Section 4.
0

DESIGN ~.ND OPERATION CRITERIA

General standard:

Design and operate unit to meet

performance goals established in Section 3.
0

Specific criteria applicable to all units:
+

Run-on and Run-off control systems.

+

Prevent unauthorized access.

+

Prevent onsite and offsite misuse of wastes.

+

For surf ace impoundments, prevent overto;;_:ping.

+

Protect biological resources, including endangered
and threatened species, critical habitat.

0

Criteria applicable to units in specific locations:
+

Floodplains.

+

Wetlands.

+

Seimic Impact Zones.

+

Unstable Areas.

+

Complex Hydrogeology (areas where difficult to
characterize subsurface conditions and monitor ground
water).

+
0

Fault areas.

Standards for storage and disposal of land cleari~g
debris and woodwast2s (generally taken from DEP ;ropdsed

rules, Chapter 404).
Section 5.
0

MONITORING AND VERIFICATION CRITERIA

Owner/operator must verify that performance goals are
met in ground water and surface water by monitoring for
constituents; State may require monitoring of air.

0

Exemptions from monitoring allowed based on
site-specific factors that affect potential for
contamination (including engineering features,
waste/leachate characteristics, and resource value).

0

Specific requirements for ground-water monitoring
system; regulatory authority specifies surface water and
air (if appropriate) monitoring systems.

0

If exceed performance goal in ground water or surface
water:

+

Owner/operator conducts corrective action study.

+

State sets protection standards, selects corrective
action remedy (in selecting remedy, State considers
ability to meet standard, cross-media impacts,
technical feasibility, resource value).

0

If exceed protection standard in ground water or surface
water, owner/operator implements corrective action
remedy selected by State.

Section 6.
0

CORRECTIVE ACTION CRITERIA

Goals of corrective action:

Reduc~ion in

concentration(s) of pararneter(s) to protection
standard(s) and prevention of further exceedance(s) of
standard(s) during operating life, closure, and
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post-closure periods.
Time for completion of remedial action:

0

within

reasonable period determined by State.
0

State may determine corrective action unnecessary if
technically impractical, unacceptable cross-media
impacts, or no benefit to human health and environment.

Section 7.

CLOSURE .llliD POST-CLOSURE CARE CRITERIA

0

Applicable at unit level.

0

Closure triggered by 36 months inactivity; State may
extend closure for 3-year increments.

0

Closure plan and post-closure plan required at time of
permitting; certification of closure and post-closure
required.

0

Leaching operations made subject to all technical
criteria at time of closure.

0

Deed notation (restriction may be required).

0

Post-closure care period defined by State based on
site-specific factors.

Section 8.

PERMIT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

0

Permit must be obtained.

0

Applicant must establish escrow closure account to cover
closure, post-closure, and corrective action.
(Requirement actually appears in Chapter 400.)

Section 9.
0

PERMITTING

Facility must receive licenses to establish and ope~ate
the facility.

(Like other solid waste management

permits, the term is limited to five years (renewable).)
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DRAFT

CHAPTER 407
MINING WASTE MANAGEMENT
SUMMARY

This Chapter describes the policies and procedures of the
Department for facilities that store, treat, and dispose of
mining wastes.

It contains the requirements for the licensing,

operation, corrective action, closure and po,t-closure
maintenance of these facilities.
Mineral deposits can only be mined where they are found.
The large volumes of mining related waste cannot feasibly be
stored, treated, or disposed of other than at or near the mine.
Due to the volume and nature of mining wastes, transportation
of such wastes is impractical.

Further, mining practices must

necessarily vary given the natural conditions where the mineral
deposits are found and available technology.
Due to the varied nature of mining practices and mining
sites, fixed design and operating requirements are
inappropriate for mining and mining waste facilities.

This

Chapter is intended to provide performance and other
requirements that allow the applicant and the Department
flexibility to ensure that human health and the environment are
protected and that the most appropriate requirements are
imposed on mining waste management.

Nevertheless, the variance

authority of Chapter 400, section 12, should also be utilized
to apply appropriate requirements to mining waste management.
-i-
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Section 1.

DEFINITIONS

The terms defined in Chapter 400 of these rules are to be
used for purposes of this Chapter, except as otherwise set
forth hereafter:
"Beneficiation" means the dressing or processing of ores
for the purpose of (1) regulating the size of the desired
product; (2) removing unwanted constituents; and (3) improving
the quality, purity, or assay grade of a desired product.

For

purposes of this Chapter, it also includes leachate, as defined
in Chapter 400.
"Closed facility" or "unit" means a facility or unit on or
in which mining wastes have been managed in the past and that
is not the subject of mining activity after the effective date
of this rule.
"Complex hydrogeology" means subsurface hydrogeological
conditions where it is not possible to monitor ground water so
as to detect migration of contaminants in the uppermost aquifer
from the mining waste management unit to the point of
compliance [e.g., interbedded glacial till].
"Destruction or adverse modification" means a direct or
indirect alteration of critical habitat that appreciably
diminishes the likelihood of the survival and recovery of
endangered or threatened species using that habitat.
"Displacement" means the relative movement, measured in any
direction, of any two sides of a fault.
"Extraction" means the process of mining and removal of ore
from a surface mine or underground mine.
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"Endangered or threatened species" means any species of

---

fish or wildlife which the Commission of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife has designated as endangered or threatened under 12
M.R.S.A.

§7753.

"Facility" or "mining waste management facility" means any
land and appurtenances thereto that are used for the management
of mining wastes on property that is the subject of mining
activity.

A facility may contain or otherwise consist of

several mining waste management units.
"Fault" means a fracture along which strata on one side
have been displaced with respect to strata on the other side.
"Ground water" means water below the land surface in a zone
of saturation.
"Holocene" means the most recent epoch of the Quaternary
period, extending from approximately 10,000 years ago to the
present.
"Land clearing debris" means solid wastes resulting from
the clearing of land and consisting solely of brush, stumps,
soil material and rocks.
"Leaching" means the intentional separation, selective
removal, dissolving-out, or extraction of soluble metals.
salts, or other constituents from an ore by the action of
percolating water or other percolating solution.

"Heap

leaching occurs when the ore being leached has been
intentionally placed for the purpose of leaching; "dump"
leaching occurs when the ore being leached has been placed in
its current location for other purposes, including previous
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disposal or abandonment.
"Maximum horizontal acceleration in lithified material"
means the maximum expected horizontal acceleration depicted on
a seismic map, with a 90 percent probability that the
acceleration will not be exceeded in 250 years, or the maximum
horizontal acceleration based on a site-specific seismic risk
assessment.
"Metallic minerals" means any mineral containing any metal
such as lead, iron, zinc, copper, gold and silver.
"Mineral" means any naturally formed inorganic material.
"Mining" means the process of obtaining useful metallic
minerals from the earth's crust or from previously disposed of
or abandoned wastes; includes both underground excavations and
surface workings.
"Mining waste management unit" or "mine waste unit" or
"unit" means a contiguous area of land on or in which mining
wastes are managed or the largest area in which there is
significant likelihood of mixing waste constituents in the same
area.

Examples of mining waste management units include

surface impoundments, waste piles, landfills, landfill cells,
and tanks and associated piping.

A mining waste management

unit also includes any underlying containment system.

Mining

waste management means the systematic control of the
collection, storage, transportation, treatment and disposal of
mining waste.
"Mining Activity" means the breaking of the surface soil in
order to facilitate or accomplish the extraction or removal of
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more than 1,000 cubic yards of product or overburden from the

---

earth within 12 successive calendar months; any activity or
process that is for the extraction or removal of the product or
overburden; and the preparation, washing, cleaning or other
treatment of that product so as to make it suitable for
commercial, industrial or construction use, but shall not
include excavation or grading preliminary to a construction
project.
[NOTE:

This is the same definition as found in 38 M.R.S.A.

§482(2-B).]

"Mining waste" means (1) all of the soil, overburden, rock
and residue which result from the extraction of raw materials
from the earth and (2) soil, overburden and rock, and residues
which result from ore processing at the mine facility and which
are stored or permanently disposed at the mine facility.

It

does not include ore rock or domestic waste and typical
commercial waste as defined in section 400.
"Minesite Property" or "Mine Facility" or "Mining Facility"
means all contiguous property which is utilized in an
individual mining operation, including drainage systems,
building structures, excavations, waste and ore handling
systems, storage piles or ponds whether temporary or permanent,
waste disposal units, or any other areas contained within a
line drawn around the outer boundaries of these structures and
activities on that real property.
"Ore" means the naturally occurring material from which a
mineral of economic value can be extracted at a profit.
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It

also includes the minerals thus extracted.

For purposes of

this Part, ore may also include previously disposed of or
abandoned mining wastes from which a mineral or minerals of
economic value can be extracted at a profit.
"Seismic impact zone" means an area with a 10 percent or
greater probability that the maximum horizontal acceleration in
hard rock, expressed as a percentage of the earth's
gravitational pull (g), will exceed 0.10 gin 250 years.
"Structural components" means dams, other slopes, liners,
leachate collection systems, final cover, run-on and run-off
systems, and any other component(s) necessary for protection of
human health and environment.
"Subore" means rock containing metallic minerals in
quantities economic at prevailing metal prices and with
existing technology.
"Surface impoundment" or "impoundment" means a facility or
part of a facility that is a natural topographic depression,
man-made excavation, or diked area formed primarily of earthen
or other materials, which is designed to hold an accumulation
of liquid wastes or wastes containing free liquids, and which
is not an injection well.
"Taking" when used in reference to endangered or threatened
species means harrassing, harming, pursuing, hunting, wounding,
killing, trapping, capturing, or collecting or attempting to
engage in such activities.
"Tailings" or "tails" means those portions of washed or
milled mineralized rock that are regarded as too poor in value
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to be treated further (as distinguished from "concentrates", or
materials of value).
"Uppermost aquifer" means the geologic formation nearest
the natural ground surface that is an aquifer, as well as lower
aquifers that are hydraulically interconnected with this
aquifer within the facility's property boundary.
"Washout" means the carrying away of mining waste by waters
of the 100-year flood.

See "Floodplain" as defined in Chapter

400.
"Wetlands" means either freshwater wetlands or coastal
wetlands.

Freshwater wetland is defined in 38 M.R.S.A.

§480-B.4.

Coastal wetland is defined in 38 M.R.S.A. §480-B.2.

"Woodwastes" means uncontaminated brush, stumps, lumber,
bark, woodchips, shavings, slabs, edgings, slash and sawdust.
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Section 2.
A.

SCOPE OF THIS CHAPTER.

This Chapter applies to owners and operators of

facilities managing waste generated by mining activity for
metallic minerals.

Surface impoundments utilized for

collecting or containing sludge and/or particulates will fall
under these rules only if the material in question will not be
further processed.
Stored mining waste material on the mine facility
identified as subore, soils, or overburden is subject to
regulation under this Chapter only when the facility or unit is
permanently closed or no further extensions are granted under
Section 7(A)(4).
B.

This Chapter does not apply to:

1.

Waste from the extraction and beneficiation of uranium

2.

Sand, gravel, brickyard, and stone quarries, which are

ore.

new or existing, or to lime, slate, or other non-metallic
mining or mining wastes.
3.

Closed mining facilities.

4.

Disposal of mining waste by underground well injection

subject to the regulations for the Underground Injection
Control (UIC) Program under the Safe Drinking Water Act, as
amended (42
5.

u.s.c.

3007 et seq.).

Discharges that are subject to permits under section

402 of the Clean Water Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.).
6.

Emissions of air pollutants that are otherwise subject

to regulation under the Clean Air Act, as amended (42
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u.s.c.

7401 et seq.).
7.

Source, special nuclear or byproduct material, as

defined by the Atomic Energy Act, as amended (41
~.).
8.

In-situ mining or in-situ mining waste.

c.

This Chapter is effective immediately.
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Section 3.
A.

PERFORMANCE GOALS

All mining waste management units must meet the

performance goals specified in paragraphs (B) through (D) of
this Section.
B.

Performance Goals for Ground Water.

1.

Performance goals for parameters specified in paragraph

(3) below must be established for the mine facility.

For each

parameter, the performance goal shall be established as follows:
a.

Maximum contaminant level (MCL) promulgated under

the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) National Primary
Drinking Water Regulations; or
b.

If no MCL has been promulgated, the health-based

level that is protective of human health and the
environment, assuming exposure through consumption of
the water; or
c.

If background concentration of such parameter for

the mine facility is higher than the concentration
that would be set in paragraph (a) or (b), the
performance goal for that parameter shall be the
background concentration.
2.

Performance goal must be met at a location in the

uppermost potentially useable aquifer and at or within the
property boundary of the contiguous land of the owner or
operator of the mining facility.
a.

The location may be either:

The predicted lifetime boundaries of the mining

facility; or
b.

An alternative location beyond the lifetime
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boundaries of the mining facility but within the properties
boundary of the owner or operator's contiguous land as
established by the Department based on an evaluation of:
i.

Hydrogeologic characteristics of the facility

and surrounding land; and
ii.

Volume and physical and chemical

characteristics of leachate; and
iii.

Quantity, quality, and direction of flow of

ground water; and
iv.

Proximity and withdrawal rates of current and

potential future users of the ground water; and
v.

Availability of other sources of drinking

water; and
vi.
3.

Public health, safety, and welfare effects.

Except as provided in paragraph (4) below, parameters

for which performance goals must be established are:
a.

Metals:

As, Cu, Ni, Pb, Se, Zn; and

b.

Nonmetals:

c.

Radionuclides:

d.

Other parameters, if they may be found in leachate

cyanide, pH, TDS, TSS; and
gross Alpha and Beta; and

at concentrations that may not be protective of human
health or the environment.

Indicator parameters may be

used for any of the above-listed parameters.
4.

The requirements of this subsection do not apply if

leachate from the facility would not contain concentrations of
a parameter exceeding the performance goal that would be set
for that parameter.

This determination shall be based on an
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evaluation of site~specific and waste-specific information that
is submitted by owner or operator or is otherwise available to
the Department, including information characterizing:
a.

Mineralogy of ores and waste materials; and

b.

Materials used in processes [i.e., use of

materials with metals or other constituents]; and
c.

Characteristics of waste that affect mobility of

wastes and constituents [e.g., acid-generation potential of
waste].
C.

Performance Goals for Surface Water

1.

A new or existing mining waste management unit shall

not cause a discharge of pollutants into:
a.

surface waters of the U.S. that violates any

requirements of the Clean Water Act, including, but not
limited to, the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) pursuant to sections 208 and 402; or
b.

surface waters of the state that exceeds any

requirements of the Maine water pollution control law,
including, but not limited to, waste discharge licenses
pursuant to 38 M.R.S.A. §413.
2.

Unless the Department determines that a lower

concentration is necessary in order to protect environmental
receptors or for other reasons, performance goals for
parameters specified in paragraph (5) below shall be
established.

For each parameter, the perfo:mance goal shall be

established as follows:
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a.

Water Quality Standard established by the State

under section 303 of Clean Water Act, where a numeric
standard has been established for the surface water body
receiving the discharge; or
b.

If no numeric standard has been established, the

Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) promulgated under the Safe
Drinking Water Act National Primary Drinking Water Regulations,
except as provided in paragraph (3) below; or
c.

If no MCL has been promulgated, health-based

concentration that is protective of human health and the
environment, assuming exposure through consumption of the
water, except as provided in paragraph (3) below; or
d.

The performance goal for a parameter shall be the

background concentration (including any discharges that are
subject to permits under section 402 of the Clean Water
Act, as amended) if:
i.

The background concentration of that

parameter is higher than the concentration that would
be set under paragraphs (a) through (c) above; or
ii.

No performance goal has been set under

paragraphs (a) through (c) above, except as provided
in paragraph (3) below).
3.

If the receiving surface water is not currently a

source of drinking water, the Department may consider current
and potential future uses in setting performance goals.
4.

The performance goal must be met in waters of U.S. and

other waters designated by the Department that could be
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affected by discharge from mining waste management unit (other
than discharges subject to permits under section 402 of the
Clean Water Act),
5,

Parameters for which performance goals must be

established are those listed in paragraph (B)(3) above, except
as provided in paragraph (6) below.
6.

The requirements of this paragraph (C) do not apply if

the discharge from the unit (other than discharge subject to a
permit under section 402 of Clean Water Act) would not contain
concentrations of that parameter exceeding such performance
goal as would otherwise be set.

Such a determination shall be

based on an evaluation of site-specific and waste-specific
information that is submitted by owner or operator or that is
otherwise available to the Department, including information
characterizing:
a.

Mineralogy of ores and waste materials [i.e.,

presence of metals in ore/waste]; and
b.

Materials used in processes [i.e., use of

materials with metals or other constituents]; and
c.

Characteristics of waste that affect mobility of

constituents.
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Section 4.

Design and Operating Criteria

A.

General Criteria Applicable to All Mining Waste
Management Units

1.

All mining waste management units shall be designed and

operated in a manner that meets the performance goals
established in Section 3 during development, operation,
closure, and post-closure care of the facility.
2.

Run-on/run-off control systems
a.

The owner or operator of a new mining waste

management unit shall design, construct and maintain a:
i.

Run-on control system to prevent or control

surface water flow onto the unit during the peak
discharge from at least a 24-hour, 25-year storm; and
ii.

Run-off control system to collect and control

surface water run-off from the unit of at least the
water volume resulting from a 24-hour, 25-year storm.
b.

In determining the water volume that must be

controlled by run-on and run-off control systems in
paragraph (2) above, the owner and operator shall evaluate
the potential contribution to run-on and run-off by the
meltwater from the average annual snowpack at the facility
site, and design the systems so that they are adequate to
control such additional volumes as would be added to at
least the 24-hour, 25-year storm volume.
c.

Run-off from a mining waste management unit shall

not cause a discharge of pollutants into waters of the
State, including wetlands, that violates any requirements
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of the Clean Water Act, as amended.
3.

The owner or operator of a mining waste management unit

shall take reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized access
to the unit that could result in significant risk to human
health.
4.

The owner or operator of a mining waste management unit

shall take reasonable measures to prevent onsite and offsite
use of or contact with mining wastes, if such use or contact
would pose a significant risk to human health or the
environment.
5.

Surface impoundments
a.

All new surface impoundments shall be designed,

constructed, maintained, and operated to: i. prevent
overtopping; or ii. accommodate overtopping without
adversely affecting the structural integrity of the dike.
b.

All surface impoundment dikes shall be designed,

constructed, and maintained with sufficient structural
integrity to prevent major failure of the dikes.
6.

Protection of Biological Resources
a.

The Department may require the owner or operator

of a mining waste management unit to take such actions as
may be necessary to avoid or minimize adverse impacts on
plants, fish, and wildlife.
b.

Mining waste management units and practices shall

not cause or contribute to taking of any endangered or
threatened species.
c.

Mining waste management units and practices shall
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not result in the destruction or adverse modification of
habitat which the Commission of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife identifies by rule, under 12 M.R.S.A. §7754.2, to
be essential to the conservation of endangered or
threatened species.
[NOTE:

See Section 1 of this chapter for definition

of the terms "endangered or threatened species";
"Destruction or adverse modification", and "taking".]
7.

To ensure that the requirements of paragraph (1) above

are met, owners or operators of waste piles and surface
impoundments shall evaluate the need for economically and
technologically feasible site-specific design and operating
requirements, including those listed below, and shall comply
with those requirements, as necessary to protect health and the
environment.
a.

Waste Piles
i.

Specify maximum lift heights and minimum bench

widths.
ii.

Require compact waste pile benches in incremental

lifts.
iii.

Perform geotechnical monitoring of waste piles to

identify unstable zones.
iv.
v.

Install cribbing to increase stability.
Design underdrain systems to allow for free

passage of water beneath waste piles.
vi.

Treat wastes prior to disposal, using one of the

following, or other, waste treatment options:
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vii.

1.

Chemical fixation,

2.

Cementation (solidification/ immobilization),

3.

Treatment using bactericides.

Cap waste piles to prevent infiltration and/or

contamination of run-on and run-off.
viii.

Process/reprocess waste piles to reduce

contaminant concentrations.
b.

Surface Impoundments
i.

Impoundment seals [e.g. liners] to ensure

containment of fluids.
ii.

Design for the maximum use and re-use of

impounded fluids for beneficiation and other appropriate
activities.
iii.

Pump, treat, and discharge excess impounded

fluids to ensure compliance with applicable performance
goals.
B.
1.

Criteria Applicable to Mining Waste Management Units
in Specific Locations.
Floodplains
a.

No new mining waste management unit shall be

located in a 100-year floodplain unless it is designed so
as not to pose a hazard to human health and environment
from:
i.
ii.

Restricting the flow of the 100-year flood;
Reducing temporary water storage or

conveyance capacity of the floodplain; or
iii.

Causing the washout of mining waste.
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[NOTE:

See Chapter 400 for definition of "Floodplain".

See Section 1 of this chapter for definition of "washout".]
2.

Wetlands
a.

Mining waste management units shall not be located

in wetlands unless the owner or operator
i.

meets the applicable requirements of the

Natural Resources Protection Act (38 M.R.S.A. §480-A
et ~-), and
ii.

meets the applicable requirements under the

Federal Waste Pollution Control Act

{33

U.S.C.A. §1251

to 1387).
[NOTE:

The term "wetlands" includes freshwater and coastal

wetlands as defined in Section 1 of this Chapter.]
3.

Seismic Impact Zones
a.

No mining waste management unit shall be located

in a seismic impact zone unless the Department determines,
based on information submitted by the owner or operator or
other available information, that the unit has been
designed to resist the maximum horizontal acceleration in
lithified material.
4.

Unstable Areas
a.

The owner or operator of a mining waste management

unit located in an unstable area must demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Department that the existing or
proposed design of the unit is adequate to ensure the
stability of all structural components of the unit.
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b.

Owner or operator shall determine whether an area

is unstable by considering, at a minimum, the following
factors:
i.

Onsite or local soil conditions, e.g.,

differential settling;
ii.

Onsite or local geologic or geomorphologic

features; and
iii.

Onsite or local manmade features or events

(both surface and subsurface).
[NOTE:

The term "structural components" is as defined in

Section 1 of this Chapter.]
5.

Complex Hydrogeology
a.

No new mining waste management unit shall be

located in an area overlying complex hydrogeology unless,
at a minimum, one or more of the following design and
operating standards are met:
i.

Wastes are treated prior to storage or

disposal in a manner that precludes the generation of
contaminated leachate [e.g., chemical fixation].
ii.

The unit is designed in a manner that allows

for accurate monitoring and containment of leachate.
iii.

The unit receives only dry solid wastes, with

concurrent capping of the wastes in a manner that
prevents infiltration and generation of leachate.
[NOTE:

The term "complex hydrogeology" is defined in

Section 1 of this chapter.]
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6.

Fault Areas
a.

A mining waste management unit shall not be

located within 61 meters (200 feet) of a fault that has had
displacement in Holocene time.
b.

The Department may grant a variance to the

restriction contained in paragraph (a) above if the owner
or operator can present evidence that the amount of fault
displacement that has occur:ed in Holocene time would not
adversely affect the structural integrity of the unit.
C.

Storage and Disposal Standards for Land Clearing Debris
and Woodwastes.

This subsection applies to the land clearing debris and
woodwastes that are generated by the construction, operation,
and closure of mining activity.

The requirements of this

subsection apply in lieu of the requirements of Chapter 404.
1.

Ground and Surface Water Protection.

Units storing or

disposing of land clearing debris and woodwastes shall be
designed and operated in a manner that meets the performance
goals established in section 3 during development, operation,
closure, and post-closure care of the facility, but no separate
monitoring or verification systems as described in section 5
shall be required for these wastes beyond those otherwise
required at the facility for mining waste management units.
2.

Protection of Biological Resources.

Storage and

disposal of land clearing debris and woodwastes shall be
subject to the requirements of Section 4.A.6. of this chapter.
3.

Access and Buffer Strips.
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Storage and disposal of land

clearing debris and woodwastes shall be subject to the
requirements of Section 4.A.3. & 4. of this chapter.
4.

Flood Plains.

Storage and disposal of land clearing

debris and woodwastes shall be subject to the requirements of
section 4.B.l. of this Chapter.
5.

Erosion Control.

The owner or operator shall control

erosion and sedimentation during construction, operation, and
after closure.
6.

Burning Brush and Demolition Debris.

Infrequent open

burning of woodwastes and land clearing debris siall be
permitted provided that it occurs under supervision of facility
personnel and according to the following conditions:
a.

The existing wind speed and atmospheric stagnating

conditions will not create any nuisance conditions.
b.

The burning will comply with all applicable local

fire regulations and the following rules of the State of
Maine Bureau of Forestry (Department of Conservation):

A

strip 10 feet wide cleared to mineral soil must be
constructed on all sides of the handling site.

All grass,

weeds, slash, brush and debris and other flammable material
shall be removed for a distance of 100 feet in all
directions outside the cleared mineral soil strip; trees
need not be removed, except that green branches of conifers
and dead branches of all trees shall be pruned to a height
of 10 feet above the ground; dead snags of all trees shall
be removed.

While a waste is burning, operators shall

maintain a watchman at the handling site.
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c.

Ashes shall be removed immediately after reaching

a safe temperature and disposed of at an approved facility.
d.

Burning or the storage of uncontained ashes shall

be conducted in a manner that allows the facility to meet
the performance goals established in section 3 during
development, operation, closure and post-closure care of
the facility.

However, no separate monitoring or

verification systems as described in section 5 shall be
required for these wastes beyond those otherwise required
at the facility for mining waste management units.
7.

Closing Requirements.

All land clearing debris and

woodwastes shall be graded, and covered with soil (if not
already so covered), suitable to grow vegetation and seeded
with an effective ground cover upon closure of the facility or
shall be subject to other closure requirements that accomplish
the same purpose.
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Section 5:

MONITORING AND VERIFICATION CRITERIA

A.

Monitoring Criteria for Ground Water

1.

Ground-water monitoring criteria apply to all mining

waste management units.
2.

The Department may exempt any unit from ground-water

monitoring requirements if the Department determines, based on
information submitted by the owner or operator or otherwise
available to the Department, that:
a.

Hydrogeological and/or climatological conditions

or engineered structures are such that migration of wastes
or constituents to the uppermost aquifer is extremely
unlikely during operation, closure, or post-closure care
period; or
b.

Analysis of waste and/or leachate shows that

generation and/or mobilization of wastes or constituents is
extremely unlikely in concentrations that would exceed any
performance goal set under paragraph (B) of Section 3; or
c.

Site-specific conditions constitute complex

hydrogeology (as defined in section 1 of this chapter); or
d.

The quality of the ground water already is of such

low quality that contamination would present no threat to
human health or environmental receptors because it is not
being used or cannot be used as a source of drinking water
for humans or animals.
3.

Any unit exempted from ground-water monitoring under

paragraph (2)(c) above must, at a minimum, meet design and/or
operating requirements established under paragraph (B)(S)(a) of
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Section 4.

These requirements must be adequate to ensure no

migration of wastes or constituents into the uppermost aquifer
during operation, closure, and post-closure periods.
4.

Ground-water monitoring system
a.

A ground-water monitoring well system must be

installed at the location designated under paragraph (B)(2)
of Section 3.

Where subsurface conditions could cause

wastes or constituents to migrate horizontally past the
location specified in paragraph (B)(2) of Section 3, the
Department may designate another appropriate downgradient
location for monitoring wells.
b.

The monitoring system must have a sufficient

number of wells, at appropriate locations and depths, to:
i.

Represent the background quality of the

ground water (i.e., quality of ground water not
affected by leakage from the mining waste management
unit) unless sufficient data is already available to
represent characterize background quality of the
ground water.
ii.

Represent the quality of ground water at the

location established in paragraph (a) above.
c.

Wells must be cased to maintain the integrity of

the bore hole.

Casing must be screened or perforated and

packed with gravel or sand, where necessary, to enable
collection of samples.

Annular space (i.e., space between

bore hole and well) above the sampling depth must be sealed
to prevent contamination of samples and ground water.
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d.

Design, installation, development, and

decommissioning of any monitoring wells, piezometers, and
other measurement, sampling, and analytical devices must be
documented in the operating record.
e.

Monitoring wells, piezometers, and other

measurement, sampling, and analytical devices must be
operated and maintained so that they perform to design
specifications throughout the life of the monitoring
program.
f.

The number, spacing, and depths of monitoring

systems shall be proposed by owner or operator and approved
by the Department prior to installation.

Evaluation and

approval by the Department must be based on site-specific
information that is developed by owner or operator or is
otherwise available.
i.

Information must include:

Characterization of saturated and unsaturated

geologic units and fill materials overlying the
uppermost aquifer, including but not limited to
thicknesses, stratigraphy, lithology, hydraulic
conductivities, porosities; and
ii.

Characterization of the uppermost aquifer,

including but not limited to the thickness, flow rate,
and flow direction; and
iii.

Proximity, withdrawal rates, and uses of

other current and potential future users of the aquifer
5.

Ground-water monitoring program
a.

Parameters for which the owner or operator must
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monitor shall include, but are not limited to, those for
which performance goals are established under paragraph
(B)(l) of Section 3.
b.

Monitoring shall be at least semiannually during

active life of unit.

More frequent monitoring may be

required if necessary.
c.

During closure and post-closure periods, frequency

of monitoring shall be based on site-specific conditions,
which may include flow rate and resource value of aquifer.
d.

A sampling and analysis plan, which shall govern

ground-water monitoring, shall include parameters to be
analyzed, sample collection methods, sampling equipment,
field analysis and preservation methods, sample holding
times, sample handling procedures; sample data sheets;
analytical methods; estimated practical quantification
limits for each parameter; data production, validation, and
reporting methods; sampling and analytical quality
assurance; quality control procedures; and sampling
location map.
e.

If owner or operator determines that there is

statistically significant exceedance of any ground-water
performance goal by accepted statistical methods for such
groundwater determinations, (s)he must:
i.
ii.

Notify the Department within 14 days and;
Conduct a corrective measures study under

paragraph (6) below, unless the Department determines,
based on information submitted by owner or operator- or
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other information, that another cause resulted in the
apparent increase.
iii.

Continue to monitor ground water.

Frequency of sampling for parameter(s) that exceed
ground-water performance goal shall be at least
quarterly; for other parameters, at least semiannually.
f.

The Department shall:
i.

Establish a ground water protection standard

under paragraph (7) below for each parameter detected
above performance goal; and
ii.

Based on corrective measures study required

by paragraph (e)(ii) above, select a corrective action
remedy based on the criteria in paragraph (8) below.
g.

If, during corrective measures study conducted

pursuant to paragraph (e)(ii) above, the Department
determines that the mining waste management unit poses a
threat to human health or the environment, the Department
may require the immediate implementation of interim
measures pursuant to paragraph (A)(l)(d) of Section 6.
h.

If, concurrent with or subsequent to the

establishment of a ground-water protection standard
pursuant to paragraph (g) above, the owner or operator
determines that there is a statistically significant
exceedance of that ground-water protection standard, (s)he
must:
i.

Notify regulatory authority within 14 days;

and
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ii.

Implement the corrective action requirements

of Paragraph (A) of Section 6; and
iii.

Continue to monitor ground water as

required by paragraph (e)(iii) above, or more
frequently if required by the Department.
6.

Corrective measures study
a.

Pursuant to paragraph (S)(e)(ii) above, the owner

or operator must conduct a corrective measures study when
any statistically significant exceedance of ground-water
performance goal defined under paragraph (B)(3) of Section
3 is detected.
b.

The Department shall specify the scope of the

study, which may include:
i.

Identification of potential remedies that

could meet the projected ground water protection
standard(s) established under paragraph (7) below; and
ii.

Evaluation of performance, reliability, ease

of implementation, potential impacts (including safety
and cross-media impacts) of potential remedies; and
iii.

Evaluation of potential success of those

remedies in meeting projected ground-water water
protection standard (8) established under paragraph
(7) below; and
iv.

Assessment of time required to begin and

complete potential remedies; and
v.

Evaluation of institutional requirements

(e.g., State or local permit requirements,
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environmental or public health requirements) that
could substantially affect implementation of potential
remedies; and
vi.

Evaluation of other factors that could

affect the implementation and success of potential
remedies.
c.

The Department may require the owner or operator

to evaluate (as part of corrective measures study) one or
more specific potential remedies.

These remedies may

include a specific technology or combination of
technologies that may, in the judgment of the Department,
achieve projected ground-water protection standards for
remedies established under paragraph
d.

(7).

Within reasonable time as specified by the

Department, owner or operator must submit a report to the
Department on remedies evaluated under paragraph (b) above.
7.

Establishment of ground-water protection standards
a.

Pursuant to paragraph (5)(f) above, the Department

shall establish the concentration level, for each parameter
detected in ground water above the performance goal, that a
corrective action remedy must achieve.

Such ground-water

protection standard shall be a concentration level in
ground water that protects human health and environment.
In establishing the standard, the Department shall take
into consideration information developed in the corrective
measures study conducted pursuant to paragraph (5)(e)(ii)
above.
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b.

In establishing ground-water protection standards

that meet requirements of paragraph (a), the Department may
consider:
i.
ii.

Multiple contaminants; and
Proximity of humans and sensitive

environmental receptors; and
iii.

Other site-specific factors that could

affect potential exposure; and
iv.

Relevant factors of potential corrective

action remedies studied under paragraph (6) above,
including reliability, effectiveness, technical
practicality; and
v.

For ground water that is a current or

potential source of drinking water, the regulatory
authority shall consider Maximum Contaminant Levels
promulgated under Safe Drinking Water Act in
establishing ground-water protection standards.
8.

Selection of corrective action remedy.
a.

Except as provided in paragraph (d) below, the

remedy selected by the Department pursuant to paragraph
(S)(f) must:
i.

Be protective of human health and

environment, and
ii.

Attain the groundwater protection

standard(s) established pursuant to paragraphs (7)(a);
and
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iii.

To the maximum extent that is technically

and economically practical, control the source(s) of
releases to reduce or eliminate the further release of
wastes or constituents to the environment; and,
iv.

Comply with standards for management of

wastes as specified in paragraph (A)(4) of Section 6.
b.

The Department shall specify in a remediation plan

a schedule(s) for initiating and completing corrective
action.

In establishing the schedule, the Department shall

consider, at a minimum, the following:
i.
ii.

Extent and nature of contamination; and
Capability of remedy to achieve compliance

with ground-water protection standard; and
iii.

Availability of alternative treatment or

disposal capacity for wastes managed during
implementation of the remedy; and
iv.

Desirability of using technologies that are

not currently available but that may offer advantages
over available technologies (in terms of
cost-effectiveness, reliability, safety, or success);
and
v.

Potential risk to human health and

environment from exposure prior to completion of
remedy; and
vi.
vii.

Resource value of aquifer; and
Other relevant factors.
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c.

The Department may determine that a remediation

plan is not necessary if owner or operator demonstrates
that:
i.

Ground water also is contaminated by sources

other than mining waste management unit and
constituent(s) of concern are present in
concentrations such that cleanup of release from
mining waste management unit would provide no
significant reduction in risk to actual or potential
receptors; or
ii.

Remediation is technically impractical or

would result in unacceptable cross-media impacts; or
iii.

The constituent(s) is present in ground

water that:
1.

Is not current or potential source of

drinking water and could not be used for other
beneficial purposes; and.
2.

Is not hydraulically connected with

waters to which the constituent(s) is migrating
or is likely to migrate in concentration(s) that
represents a statistically significant increase
over the ground-water performance standard.
d.

A determination by the Department pursuant to

paragraph (c) above shall not affect authority to require
the owner or operator to undertake source control or other
measures that may be necessary to eliminate or minimize
further releases to ground water or prevent .exposure to
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ground water.
e.

The Department shall specify in the remediation

plan specific requirements for achieving compliance with
ground-water protection standard(s) established in
paragraph (7) above as follows:

The standard(s) shall be

achieved at all points within the plume of contamination
that lie beyond the location established in paragraph
(B)(2) of Section 3.
B.

Monitoring Criteria for Surface Water.

1.

Surface water monitoring criteria apply to all mining

waste management units.
2.

The Department may exempt any facility from monitoring

requirements if it determines that there is no significant risk
to human health and environment from releases (other than a
discharge subject to permit under section 402 of Clean Water
Act or the Maine Discharge license) from mining waste
management unit of parameters in paragraph (C)(5) of Subpart 3
to waters of US. and surface waters of the state.

Such

determination shall be based, at a minimum, on the following:
a.

Evaluation of potential for a release (other than

a discharge subject to permit under section 402 of Clean
Water Act or the Maine Waste Discharge license) from the
mining waste management unit of all constituents for which
a surface water performance goal has been set under
paragraph (C)(2) of Section 3.
i.

Evaluation must be based on:

Proximity of unit to waters of U.S. and

surface waters of the state and
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ii.
iii.

Water balance; and
Extent to which design and operating

standards and practices reduce potential for releases
of wastes or constituents to surface waters
b. If evaluation in paragraph (a) shows a reasonable
possibility for release (other than a discharge subject to
permit under section 402 of Clean Water Act or the Maine
Waste Discharge license) from mining waste management unit,
regulatory authority must evaluate potential for such
release to pose risk to human health and environment.
Evaluation must be based on the nature and characteristics
of wastes and waste discharge and/or on monitoring of
instream water quality above and below unit.
3.

Surface water monitoring program
a.

Except as provided in paragraph (2), the owner or

operator must monitor surface waters to verify compliance
with performance goals.
b.

Parameters for which owner or operator must

monitor must include, but are not limited to, those for
which performance goals have been established under
paragraph (C)(2) of section 3.
c.

Monitoring system design and operation, sampling

frequency and protocols shall be specified by the
Department.
4.

If a release from a mining waste management unit (other

than discharge subject to permit under section 402 of Clean
Water Act or the
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Maine Waste Discharge License) causes significant exceedance of

---

any surface water performance goal:
a.

The owner or operator must:
i.
ii.

Notify the Department within 14 days.
Conduct a corrective measures study pursuant

to paragraph (6) below unless regulatory authority
determines, based on information submitted by the
owner or operator, that another cause resulted in the
apparent increase.
iii.

Continue surface water monitoring program

pursuant to paragraph (3) above.

Monitoring frequency

may be no less frequent than under paragraph (3)(c)
above.
b.

The Department:
i.

Shall establish a surface water protection

standard under paragraph (7) below for each parameter
detected above performance goal; and
ii.

Shall, taking into consideration information

developed in the corrective measures study required by
paragraph (a)(ii) above, select a corrective action
remedy based on the criteria in paragraph (8) below.
iii.

May require immediate implementation of

interim measures by the owner or operator pursuant to
paragraph (B)(l)(d) of Section 6 if it is determined
that the unit poses a significant threat to human
health or environment.
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5.

If, concurrent with or subsequent to establishment of

surface water protection standard pursuant to paragraph
(4)(b)(ii) above, the owner or operator determines that there
is significant exceedance of such standard, (s)he must:
a.

Notify the Department within 14 days; and

b.

Implement the corrective action requirements of

Paragraph (B) of Section 6; and
c.

Continue to monitor surface water as required by

paragraph (3)(c) above, or more frequently if required by
the Department.
6.

Corrective measures study
a.

Pursuant to paragraph (4)(a)(ii) above, the owner

or operator must conduct corrective measures study when any
release from mining waste management unit (other than a
discharge subject to permit under section 402 of Clean
Water Act or a Maine Waste Discharge License) results in
exceedance of surface water performance goal established
under paragraph (C)(2) of Section 3 is detected.
b.

The Department shall specify the scope of the

study, which may include:
i.

Identification of potential remedies that

could meet the projected surface water protection
standard(s) established under paragraph (6) below; and
ii.

Evaluation of performance, reliability, ease

and cost of implementation, potential impacts
(including safety and cross-media impacts) of
potential corrective action remedies; and
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iii.

Evaluation of potential success of those

remedies in meeting projected surface water protection
standard(s) established under paragraph (6) below; and
iv.

Assessment of time required to begin and

complete potential remedies; and
v.

Evaluation of institutional requirements

(e.g., State or local permit requirements,
environmental or public health requirements) that
could substantially affect implementation of potential
remedies; and
vi.

Evaluation of other factors that could

affect the implementation and success of potential
remedies.
c.

The Department may require the owner or operator

to evaluate (as part of corrective measures study) one or
more specific potential corrective action remedies.

These

may include a specific technology or combination of
technologies that may, in the judgment of the Department,
achieve projected surface water protection standards
established pursuant to paragraph (4)(b)(i).
d.

Within reasonable time as specified by the

Department, owner or operator must submit a report to the
Department on corrective action remedies evaluated under
paragraph (b) above.
7.

Establishment of surface water protection standards
a.

Pursuant to paragraph (4)(b)(i) above, the

Department shall establish the concentration level, for
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each parameter detected in surface water above the
performance goal that a corrective action remedy must
achieve.

Such protection standard shall be a concentration

level in surface water that protects human health and the
environment.

In establishing the standard, the Department

shall take into consideration information developed in the
corrective measures study conducted pursuant to paragraph
(4)(a)(ii) above.
b.

In establishing surface water protection standards

that meet the requirements of paragraph (a), the Department
should consider:
i.
ii.

Multiple contaminants; and
Proximity of humans and sensitive

environmental receptors; and
iii.

Other site specific factors that could

affect potential exposure; and
iv.

Relevant factors of potential corrective

action remedies studied under paragraph (6) above,
including reliability, effectiveness, technical
practicality; and
v.

For surface water for which Water Quality

Standard(s) have been established by the State under
section 303 of Clean Water Act.

The Department shall

consider such Water Quality Standard(s) in
establishing the surface water protection standard(s);
and
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vi.

For surface water that is a current or

potential source of drinking water, the Department shall
consider Maximum Contaminant Levels under the National
Primary Drinking Water Regulations promulgated under Safe
Drinking Water Act in establishing surface water protection
standards.
c.

If the owner or operator can demonstrate to

satisfaction of the Department that a constituent already
is present in surface water, the surface water protection
standard shall not be set below the background level unless
the Department determines that:
i.

Cleanup to a level below background level is

necessary to protect human health and the environment;
and
ii.

Such cleanup is in connection with areawide

remedial action under other authorities.
8.

Selection of corrective action remedy.
a.

Except as provided in paragraph (d) below, the

corrective action remedy selected by the Department
pursuant to paragraph (4)(b)(ii) above must:
i.

Be protective of human health and

environment, and
ii.

Attain the surface water protection

standard(s) established pursuant to paragraphs
(4)(b)(i); and
iii.

To maximum extent technically and

economically practical, control the source(s) of
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releases to reduce or eliminate any further release of
wastes or constituents to surface water; and
iv.

If necessary, comply with standards for

management of wastes as specified in paragraph (B)(4)
of Section 6.
b.

The Department shall specify in the selected

corrective action remedy a schedule for initiating and
completing corrective action activities.

In establishing

schedule, the Department shall consider, at a minimum, the
following:
i.
ii.

Extent and nature of contamination; and
Capability of the remedy to achieve and

maintain compliance with surface water protection
standard; and
iii.

Potential risk to human health and

environment from exposure prior to completion of
corrective action; and
iv.
v.
c.

Resource value of surface waters; and
Other relevant factors.

The Department may determine that remediation is

not necessary if the owner or operator demonstrates that:
i.

Surface water also is contaminated by sources

other than the mining waste management unit and that
the constituent(s) of concern are present in
concentrations such that cleanup of release from
mining waste management unit would provide no
significant reduction in risk to actual or potential
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receptors; or
ii.

Remediation is technically impractical or

would result in unacceptable cross media impacts.
d.

The determination under paragraph (c) above shall

not affect the authority to require owner or operator to
undertake source control or other measures that may be
necessary to eliminate or minimize further releases to
surface water or prevent exposure to surface water.
e.

The Department shall specify in the selected

remedy requirements for achieving compliance with surface
protection standard(s) established in paragraph (3)(b)(i)
above as follows:

Standard(s) shall be achieved at all

points within waters of U.S. and other waters of the state
selected by the Department.
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Section 6:

CORRECTIVE ACTION CRITERIA

A.

Corrective action criteria for ground water

1.

If the concentration of any parameter exceeds a

ground-water protection standard established under paragraph
(A)(6)(g) of Section 5, owner or operator must:
a.

Establish and implement a corrective action

ground-water monitoring program that:
i.

At minimum, meets requirements of paragraph

(A)(9)(f) of Section 5; and
ii.

Demonstrates the effectiveness of the

corrective action; and
iii.

Demonstrates compliance with the

ground-water protection standard.
b.

Implement a corrective action remedy selected by

the Department under paragraph (A)(6)(g) of Section 5.
c.

Notify all persons who own or reside on land that

overlies any part of plume of contamination.
d.

Take any interim measures deemed necessary by the

Department to protect human health and environment.

To the

extent technically practical, interim measures should be
consistent with these objectives and contribute to
performance of corrective action remedy selected pursuant
to paragraph (A)(6)(g) of Section 5.

The Department may

consider the following factors in evaluating need for
interim measures:
i.

Time required to develop and implement final
,

corrective action remedy; and
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ii.

Actual or potential for exposure to wastes

or constituents by humans or environmental receptors;
and
iii.

Further degradation of ground water that

may occur; and
iv.

Meteorological conditions that may cause

release or migration or attenuation or degradation of
wastes or constituents; and
v.

Other conditions that may pose or lessen

threats to human health and environment.
2.

The Department may determine, after implementation of

corrective action remedy has begun, that compliance with the
requirement(s) of the corrective action remedy selected under
paragraph (A)(9) of Section 5 is not technically practical.

In

making such a determination, the Department shall consider:
a.

Owner or operator's efforts to achieve compliance;

b.

Whether other currently available or new and

and

innovative methods could achieve compliance.
3.

If, pursuant to paragraph (2), the Department

determines that compliance with requirements of the corrective
action remedy is not technically practical, the Department may
require owner or operator to:
a.

Implement alternate measures to control exposure

of humans or environmental receptors to wastes or
constituents; and
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b.

Implement alternative measures to control sources

of contamination or to remove or decontaminate equipment,
units, devices, or structures.
4.

All wastes that are managed pursuant to implementation

of corrective action under paragraph (A)(6)(i)(ii) or to an
interim measure under paragraph (l)(d) above shall be managed
in a manner that:
a.

Is protective of human health and environment; and

b.

Complies with applicable Federal and State

requirements.
5.

Corrective action remedies selected pursuant to

paragraph (A)(6)(g) of Section 5 and implemented pursuant to
paragraph (A)(6)(i) of Section 5 shall be considered complete
when the Department determines that:
a.

Compliance with ground water protection standards

established under paragraph (A)(6)(g) have been achieved in
accordance with the requirements of paragraph (A)(9)(f) of
Section 5; and
b.

All requirements to complete corrective action

have been satisfied.
6.

Upon completion of corrective action, the owner or

operator must submit to the Department a certification that
action is completed in accordance with paragraph (5) above.
Certification must be signed by owner or operator and by an
independent professional in appropriate discipline(s).
B.

Corrective action criteria for surface water

1.

If the concentration of any parameter exceeds surface
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water protection standard established under paragraph
(B)(3)(b)(i) of Section 5, the owner or operator must:
a.

Establish and implement corrective action surface

water monitoring program that:
i.

At minimum meets requirements of paragraph

(B)(3) of Section 5; and,
ii.

Demonstrates the effectiveness of the

corrective action; and
iii.

Demonstrates compliance with the surface

water protection standard.
b.

Pursuant to paragraph (B)(5)(b) of Section 5,

implement the corrective action remedy selected by the
Department authority under paragraph (B)(4)(b)(ii) of
Section 5.
c.

Notify all users of contaminated surface waters.

d.

Take any interim measures deemed necessary by the

Department to protect human health and environment.

To the

maximum extent technically practical, interim measures
should be consistent with objectives, and contribute to
performance, of corrective action remedy.

The Department

may consider the following factors in evaluating need for
interim measures:
i.

Time required to develop and implement final

corrective action remedy; and
ii.

Actual or potential for exposure to wastes

or constituents by humans or environmental receptors;
and
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iii.

Further degradation of surface water that

may occur; and
iv.

Meteorological conditions that may cause

release or migration or attenuation or degradation of
wastes or constituents; and
v.

Other conditions that may pose or lessen

threats to human health and environment.
2.

The Department may determine, after implementation of

corrective action, that compliance with the requirement(s) for
the corrective action remedy in paragraph (B)(8)(f) of Section
5 is not technically practical.

In making such a

determination, the Department shall consider:
a.

Owner or operator's efforts to achieve compliance;

b.

Whether other currently available or new and

and

innovative methods could achieve compliance.
3.

If the Department determines, pursuant to paragraph

(2), that compliance with the requirement(s) for the corrective
action remedy in paragraph (B)(8)(f) of Section 5 is not
technically practical, the Department may require the owner or
operator to:
a.

Implement alternate measures to control exposure

of humans or environmental receptors; and
b.

Implement alternative measures to control sources

of contamination or to remove or decontaminate equipment,
units, devices, or structures.
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4.

All wastes that are managed pursuant to corrective

action implemented under paragraph (B)(5)(b) of Section 5 or to
an interim measure under paragraph (l)(d) above shall be
managed in a manner that:
a.

Is protective of human health and environment; and

b.

Complies with applicable Federal, State, and local

requirements.
5.

Remedies selected pursuant to paragraph (B)(4)(b)(ii)

of Section 5 and implemented pursuant to paragraph (B)(5)(b) of
Section 5 shall be considered complete when the Department
determines that:
a.

Compliance with surface water protection standards

established under paragraph (B)(4)(b)(i) have been achieved
in accordance with the requirements of paragraph (B)(8)(f)
of Section 5; and
b.

All requirements to complete remedy have been

satisfied.
6,

Upon completion of remedy, owner or operator must

submit to the Department a certification that remedy is
completed in accordance with paragraph (5) above.
Certification must be signed by owner or operator and by
independent professional in appropriate discipline(s).
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Section 7:

A.

CLOSURE AND POST-CLOSURE CARE CRITERIA

Closure
1.

Applicability

a.

All mining waste management units shall be subject

to this Section.
b.

All leach dumps and heaps shall be subject to this

section upon the trigger of closure for those units (i.e.,
36 months after the most recent activity), regardless of
whether an extension is granted to delay the initiation of
closure activities.
2.

Performance Standard

a.

Owners or operators of mining facilities shall

design the closure of facilities to minimize the need for
post-closure care; and control the release of mining wastes
and constituents into ground water and surface water and
as necessary to ensure protection of human health and the
environment.

Closure activities must, as necessary and

appropriate:
i.

Meet performance goals established in Section

3 for ground water and surface water; and
ii.

Comply with design and operating criteria for

all locations (paragraph (A) of Section 4) and
specific locations (Paragraph (B) of Section 4); and
iii.

Comply with monitoring criteria (Section 5)

and;
iv.

Comply with the general technical

requirements in paragraph (b) below and the
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waste-specific and unit-specific requirements in
paragraphs (c) through (g) below.
b.

General technical requirements:

Owners and

operators of mining waste management units shall undertake
the following activities, except as provided in paragraphs
(c) or (h) below:
i.

Waste Characterization:

Characterize (e.g.,

by type, concentration, mobility) any constituents
present, including highly acidic or alkaline wastes,
or wastes with acid-generating potential, using
appropriate methods (e.g., previous geologic data,
waste unit sampling, documentation of materials placed
in the unit).
ii.

Structural Stability:

Provide certification

by a professional engineer that the waste management
unit, given its location, composition, and
construction, is not likely to fail.
iii.

Run-on/Run-off Control:

Institute or

maintain a run-on/run-off control system that meets
the requirements of paragraph (A)(2) of Section 4.
iv.

Monitoring Systems:

Institute or maintain

ground water and surface water monitoring systems that
meet the requirements of Section 5.
c.

Units that have been exempted from ground water

monitoring under paragraph (A)(2)(a), (c), or (d) of
Section 5 (i.e., for any reason except the absence of
constituents) will be exempt from ground water monitoring
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requirements at closure.

Units exempted under paragraph

(A)(2)(b) of Section 5 (exempt due to the absence of
constituents) may be required to institute ground water
monitoring pending the results of the waste
characterization.

Units that are shown through waste

characterization to contain any constituent at a
concentration higher than a ground water performance goal
established under paragraph (B)(l) of Section

3

are subject

to the ground water monitoring requirements in paragraph
(A) of Section
care period.

4

at closure and during the post-closure

Units that have been exempted from surface

water monitoring requirements under paragraph (B)(2) of
Section

5

will continue to be exempt from monitoring

requirements at closure.
d.

Waste Piles
i.

If waste characterization (based on proposed

closure conditions) indicates (l) the presence of any
constituents in concentrations exceeding performance
goals, (2) wastes producing leachate equal to or less
than a pH of 2.0 or equal to or greater than a pH of
12.5, or

(3)

wastes with a potential to produce

leachate equal to or less than a pH of 2.0, the owner
or operator shall:
l.

Undertake in situ treatment to

neutralize the waste, destroy constituents of
concern, and/or immobilize heavy metals; or
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2.

Continue run-on/run-off control

(including leachate collection and management)
until releases and/or leachate no longer contains
constituents in concentrations above performance
goals.
ii.

The owner or operator shall comply with the

general technical requirements in paragraph (b) of
this subsection.
e.

Surface Impoundments
i.

Treat and discharge, in a manner that ensures

performance goals are met, all water that is not to be
recycled for processing use or used for closure
purposes.
ii.

Establish permanent fugitive dust control

(e.g., earthen cap) if technically feasible, or
ongoing control (e.g., watering) if a permanent remedy
is not feasible, in order to control fugitive dust
emissions.
iii.

Comply with the general technical

requirements paragraph (b) of this subsection.
iv.

Surface impoundments that constitute part of

a run-on/run-off control system need not be closed
until the end of post-closure care as long as they
conform to design and operating standards and criteria
noted in paragraph (a) above.
f.

Acid Leaching or Cyanide Leaching Operations
i.

Releases must be controlled to meet
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performance goals established pursuant to Section 3 by
implementing any or all of following options, as
required:

ii.

1.

Treatment and discharge,

2.

In situ neutralization,

3.

Isolation.

Continue run-on/run-off control and leachate

collection and management until releases and/or
leachate no longer contain constituents in
concentrations above performance goals.
iii.

Comply with the general technical

requirements in paragraph (b) of this subsection.
g.

Collection Systems (ponds, trenches, piping,

equipment, etc. containing leach solutions).
i.

Treat and discharge, in a manner that ensures

performance goals are met, all contaminated water that
is not to be recycled for processing.
ii.

If a liner is present, either fold the liner

upon itself and bury it in place or remove the liner.
iii.

Comply with the general technical

requirements in paragraph (b) of this subsection,
except the structural stability requirement in
paragraph (b)(ii).
iv.

Collection ponds that constitute part of a

run-on/run-off control system need not be closed until
the end of post-closure care provided they meet
requirements of paragraph (A}(2) of Section 4.
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3.

Closure Plan
a.

The owner or operator shall submit a written

closure plan to the Department.

At a minimum, the plan

must include the following information for each mining
waste management unit:
i.

A description of the methods, procedures, and

processes necessary to satisfy the closure performance
standards for each mining unit; and
ii.

An estimate of the maximum areal extent of

the facility that will not be closed in accordance
with this Section, including production units (e.g.,
mines) that may release constituents to environment;
and
iii.

An estimate of the maximum quantity of mining

wastes that will be managed in the unit at any time
during the life of the unit; and
iv.

A

description of activities required to close

leaching operations, including compliance with the
design and operating standards at the time of closure;
and
v.
b.

A schedule of closure activities.

A closure plan shall be submitted to the

Department at the time of application for an operating
license.
c.

Closure plans shall be amended as necessary to

reflect changes in facility design or operations over time.
d.

The Department must approve the initial plan and
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any subsequent modifications.
e.

A copy of the closure plan shall be kept at the

mining operation site or approved alternate location until
the post-closure care period has ended.
4.

Closure Trigger
a.

Closure must begin if the unit has not been active

for 36 months.

For purposes of this Subsection, "active"

is defined as the receipt, for storage or disposal, of
wastes; for leach operations, as extraction activities
yielding economic value.
b.

The Department may grant an extension to the

initiation of closure if the owner or operator demonstrates
that:
i.

The unit is planned for use in the future,

and the temporary shutdown of the unit poses no
significant threat to human health and the
environment, and
ii.

The unit is in compliance with design and

operating requirements in Section 4, and
iii.

The unit continues to comply with design and

operating requirements during the extension, and
iv.

Any leaching operations in the unit comply

with requirements of Sections 3, 4, 5 and (if
necessary) 6 (requirements become effective for leach
operations with the trigger of closure rather than
when closure actually begins).
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c.

The Department may grant 3-year extensions if the

applicable conditions in paragraph (b) above are met.
5.

Certification of Closure
a.

After closure of each mining waste unit, the owner

or operator shall submit certification to the Department
verifying that closure has been completed in accordance
with approved closure plan.
b.

Certification shall be based on a review of the

unit by a professional engineer.
B.

Post-Closure Care Criteria

1.

Applicability
a.

Following certification of the closure, the owner

or operator shall conduct post-closure care for each unit
(1) for which performance goals have been established in
Section 3, (2) that requires ongoing activities to ensure
structural stability of the unit, or (3) that requires
ongoing activities to control releases to surface water or
ground water, or to ensure structural stability, after
completion of closure.
b.

Notwithstanding subparagraph (a), units are not

subject to the post-closure requirements of this section if
there is no reasonable potential for migration of liquid
from a unit to the uppermost aquifer.

This demonstration

must be certified by a qualified professional.

To provide

an adequate margin of safety in the prediction of potential
migration of liquid, the owner or operator must base any
predictions made under this
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subsection on assumptions that maximize the rate of liquid
migration.
2.

Performance Standard
a.

The owner or operator shall conduct post-closure

activities to ensure the continued protection of human
health and the environment and to maintain the
effectiveness of activities conducted during closure.
b.

Site access during post-closure care period must

be controlled as necessary to prevent contact with wastes;
and prevent the removal of wastes except as provided in
paragraphs (e) and (f) below; and ensure continued
effectiveness of closure and post-closure care activities.
c.

Planned property uses during the post-closure care

period must not compromise the integrity of closure and
post-closure activities and must ensure that any site
disturbance will not pose a significant threat to human
health and the environment by allowing the release of
wastes or by undermining the structural stability of the
unit.
d.

The Department may require the owner or operator

to conduct, at a minimum, any or all of the following
activities during post-closure care:
i.

Periodic sampling of the waste unit as

necessary to characterize the mobilization and/or
conversion of wastes or constituents of concern;
ii.

Inspection and maintenance activities

necessary to maintain the structural stability of the
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waste management unit; and
iii.

Continued operation and maintenance of the

run-on/run-off control systems and the leachate
management system, if any; and
iv.

Continued operation and maintenance of ground

water and surface water; and
v.

Continued fugitive dust emissions control, and

vi.

Continued flushing or neutralization of waste

piles and leaching operations.
e.

Where mining waste management units that have been

closed in compliance with this Section are reactivated
(e.g., receipt of additional mining waste, removal of
mining waste for processing, continued leaching at leach
operations), the owner or operator shall ensure that:
i.

Operations conform to the performance goals

established for ground water and surface water
(Section 3), design and operating criteria for all
locations (paragraph (A) of Section 4) and specific
locations (paragraph (B) of Section 4), and monitoring
requirements for ground water, surface water, and air
(if any) (Section 5); and
ii.

If wastes remain in the unit following the

removal of materials for additional beneficiation or
processing, or at the completion of additional storage
or disposal activities, the unit is closed in
compliance with the closure performance standard and
paragraphs (a) through (d) of this subsection.
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f.

If the owner or operator or any subsequent owner

or operator wishes to remove wastes following closure for
purposes other than mining, such removal must be approved
by the Department.

The owner or operator must demonstrate

that the removal and any subsequent use either is necessary
to protect human health and the environment or will not
pose a significant threat to human health and the
environment.
3.

Post-Closure Care Plan
a.

The owner or operator shall prepare and submit to

the Department a detailed written post-closure care plan.
At a minimum, the plan must include the following
information:
i.

Description of activities and frequency of

activities necessary to satisfy the post-closure
performance standards; and
ii.

Description of the planned use of the

property to satisfy the post-closure performance
standards, including the following information:
1.

Prevention of exposure to mining wastes

or constituents by humans and environmental
receptors, unless such exposure would pose no
significant risk to human health or environment;
and
2.

Continued effectiveness of activities

during closure and post-closure care; and
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3.

Prevention of removal or use of wastes

or constituents by humans, unless such removal
and any subsequent use will not pose significant
risk to human health or environment.
iii.

Description of activities required for

post-closure care of leaching operations; and
iv.

Name, address, telephone number of the person

to contact during post-closure period.
b.

The post-closure care plan shall be submitted to

the Department before the initiation of waste management
operations.
c.

The Department must approve the initial

post-closure care plan and any subsequent modifications.
d.

A copy of the post-closure care plan shall be kept

at the mining operation site or alternate location until
the owner or operator released from post-closure financial
assurance requirements.
4.

Length of the Post-Closure Care Period
a.

Post-closure care shall be conducted for a period

of no more than 20 years, to be determined by the
Department based on site-specific and waste unit-specific
factors.
b.

Subject to subparagraph (a) above, the Department

may adjust the length of the post-closure care period at
any time before or after closure of the unit as necessary
to protect human health and environment.
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5.

Deed Notation
a.

After closure of all units at a mining facility,

the owner or operator shall record a notation on the deed
to property, or other instrument normally examined during a
title search, if any mining wastes or constituents remain
at the site.
b.

The deed notation shall state that the land has

been used for the management of mining wastes, that mining
wastes or constituents remain at the unit, and, if
applicable, that land use is restricted.
c.

The owner or operator may request, and the

Department may grant approval for the removal of the deed
notation if all mining wastes are removed following closure.
6.

Post-Closure Certification
a.

After completion of post-closure care for each

unit, the owner or operator shall submit certification to
the Department verifying completion of post-closure care.
b.

The certification shall be based on a review of

the unit by a

professional engineer.
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Section 8.
A.

PERMIT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Any person proposing to construct and/or alter a mining

waste management facility shall furnish the Department with an
evaluation, including data, calculations, narrative, plans and
specifications, addressing all applicable sections and
subsections of this chapter.
B.

The applicant must submit the General Information

described in Chapter 401, §l(E)(l)(a)-(f) (Application
requirements for Landfill Disposal Facilities--General
Information).

For purposes of complying with this requirement,

the terms "landfill" and "landfill disposal site", shall mean
"mining waste management unit" and "landfill facility" shall
mean "mining waste management facility."

c.

The applicant shall comply with all applicable sections

of Chapter 400, including section 11 (Escrow Closure Accounts),
except as superseded by this Chapter or by a variance granted
under Chapter 400, Section 12.
D.

The applicant shall identify any requirements of

Chapter 400 that it believes not appropriate and for which a
variance under Chapter 400 should be granted.
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Section 9.

A.

PERMITTING

License to Operate a Mining Waste Management Facility.
1.

In lieu of the requirements of Chapter 400, the

Board shall issue a license for a mining waste
management facility when it finds that,
a.

the facility has received a permit pursuant

to Chapter 400, Section 8(A), (Permit to
Establish a Solid Waste Facility), and
b.

the requirements of this chapter have been

met by the applicant.
2.

In lieu of the requirements of Chapter 400,

Section 8(B), the Board shall renew a license for an
existing mining waste management facility when it
finds that the facility
a.

Has received a permit pursuant to Chapter

400, Section 8(A) (Permit to Establish a Solid
Waste Facility) and Section 9(A) above (License
to operate a Mining Waste Management Facility);
and
b.

Has been constructed, operated, and monitored

in accordance with that permit.
B.

Variance.
In establishing permit requirements, the Department

and the Board shall consider all available evidence,
including that offered by the applicant, indicating that
the particular requirements of this chapter are not
appropriate for the particular mine facility and shall

-62-

liberally grant variances so long as health and the
environment are protected.

Persuasive evidence of the need

for a variance shall not be required in granting a variance
for a mining waste management facility under Chapter 400,
Section 12; a variance shall be granted if the owner or
operator demonstrates a need for a variance by a
preponderance of the evidence.
C.

Permit Compliance.
Compliance with a permit issued under this chapter

constitutes compliance, for purposes of enforcement, with
the requirements of this chapter.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

PRELIMINARY
OR DISCUSSION
PURPOSES ONLY

Superior Mining Company and Louisiana Land and Exploration,
as a joint venture, are evaluating and designing a new mine at Bald Mountain, near Portage, Aroostook County, Maine. This report is one of a
series describing the environment of the project, the mine and associated
facilities and the impact of the project on the environment. In particular this report describes, in general terms, the tailings disposal facilities that will be constructed, operated and reclaimed at the project. Detailed technical reports contain the data and describe the studies and
analyses that support the design concepts presented in this report. Drawings have been prepared to show the layout of all facilities which are
described in this report. These detailed reports and drawings are not
specifically referenced in the text of this report. The reader is referred to the list of source documents at the end of this report. The list
gives titles of the reports and drawings upon which the descriptions in
each section are based.
The Bald mountain deposit consists of two types of ore:· a gossan
zone and a massive sulphide zone. The 1.5 million tonnes of gossan contains precious metals such as gold and silver. The first ore to be mined
is the gossan; the tailings will be placed in a separate impoundment constructed during the early stages of mining.
The massive sulphide contains copper and zinc. This will be
mined over a period of about 18 years. The 32 million tonnes of tailings
will be placed in an impoundment behind a massive embankment constructed
primarily of the non-ore bearing rock and glacial till excavated during
mine operations.
This report describes, in general, the topography and geology
of the site, which is called the High Site. The groundwater, the soils,
vegetation and meteorology of the site and area surrounding the tailings
disposal facility are discussed. The reasons why the site was chosen as
the place where tailings would be deposited are summarized. The report
gives a brief description of the layout of the tailings disposal facility.
The nature of the tailings to be deposited and the characteristics of the
rock to be used to construct the embankments are discussed. The last two
sections of the report describe ~he gossan and the massive sulphide impoundments: their construction, operation and reclamation.
This report is prepared by Steffen Robertson and Kirsten in terms
with a contract with Sentinel Management Corporation, to design the tailings irnpoundrnent facilities at the Bald Mountain Project;

2.

SITE DESCRIPTION
TOPOGRAPHY

Figure 2.1 shows the general topographic features of the tailings disposal and rock dump site. The site is a short, wide valley to
the southeast of the ore body. The valley axis trends to the west at a
slope of about 40H to lV in the lower reaches, increasing to 15H to lV in
the upper reaches. The ground slopes away from the axis or central part
of the valley, down which the stream flows, at a slope of aboutl5H to lV.
This slope increases at an elevation of, on average, 350m. Below that
elevation the topography is controlled by a glacial till cover, above that
elevation the bedrock controls. The bedrock controlled slopes vary in
slope from 5H to lV to a maximum of l .5H to lV. Maximum tailings elevation will be about 345m, accordingly the bedrock controlled slopes do not
significantly affect impoundment construction.
The west side of the valley opens out into a major south to north
trending valley. The north side of the High Site valley is a steep sided
ridge rising to an elevation of 460m. Bald Mountain and an adjacent peak
on the south side rise to elevations of 442m and 463m respectively. A
peak to the east and at the head of the valley rises tq elevation 396m.
There are two saddles at the head of the valley on either side
of the eastern peak. The northeast saddle at elevation 347m separates
the Moose and High Sites. The southeast saddle at elevation 353m leads
toward Greenlaw Pond.
The site is drained by a stream which runs down the lower part
of the valley. There are two areas in the flatter, central part of the
valley where surface water occurs. These areas are covered by vegetation;
the course of the stream through, and hence drainage, from the areas is
obscured by the vegetation but may be inferred from surface contours.
GEOLOGY
The proposed tailings site, located approximately 800m southeast
of the mine site, is a broad, east-'west trending valley that opens to the
west. The bedrock underlying the valley is an ancient sequence of weakly
metamorphosed volcanic-rocks--that are chiefly andesitic and basaltic in
composition with lesser felsic rocks. Both rock types are fragmental in
texture; that is, volcani~ fragments ranging from sand to cobble sizes
which are welded together. The andesitic and basaltic rocks show a low
grade of alteration of the primary·mafic minerals to chlorite. The felsic· ,.
rocks, on the other hand, are less altered and harder.
Outcrops are found mostly at the higher elevations flanking the
valley and are sparse at lower elevations except in the vicinity of a topographic knob situated in the mouth of· the valley. In outcrop, the !irst
-~ ·· ,__. ··-- ,.__ -'"'" • 1'0m·of·· bedrock-ts·-gen-eta l'ty "We n•.:::joi nted·;· thereafter, the rocks rap, dly~'" ..., -· ·
become massive, and have low permeabilities at 20 to 30m below the bedrock surface.

ln the valley proper, tne oeorocK 1!> uver·IaIII uy Cl ue11:,1: UI VYVII
glacial till that ranges in thickness from l~ss than a meter to lO(?)m.
The till is olive brown to chocolate brown in color and a dense well graded
mix of gravelly, sandy silt and clay. Mappable thicknesses of till are
generally found to begin below the 350m elevation which is also generally
the lower limit of rock outcrops.
The valley of the proposed tailings site opens westward into a
broad, north-south trending valley which is underlain by a sequence of
dense gray till that is gray to brownish-gray in color and made up of gravelly, sandy silt and clay. The gray till is found to occur in the mouth of
the tailings site valley and eastward a short distance to the vicinity
of the tailings impoundment where it seems to pinch out between the bedrock and the overlying brown till.
The surficial material (top soil) overlying the tills is generally less than 0.5m thick and composed of silty loam and forest mat. This
zone is always moist and frequently saturated with water.
GROUNDWATER
Groundwater flow at the site is generally in the upper zone of
the bedrock. Recharge to the bedrock occurs by inflow on the steep bedrock controlled slopes above 350m and, to a certain extent, between elevation 320m to 330m, where the bedrock outcrops in a ring around the site.
Water flows through the upper zone of more jointed bedrock and, hence,
below the cover of brown tills. The brown till is sufficiently impermeable to contain the water in the bedrock; in the central part of the
valley artesian pressures occur. A minor amount of water seeps upward
through the till into the wetter areas.
Precipitation onto the tills generally does not contribute significantly to groundwater recharge: it either evaporates, is used by the
vegetation or runs off the surface of the till to the stream draining the
site.
Some discharge occurs where the bedrock rises close to the top
surface of the tills. This discharge is shown schematically in Figure
3. The stream bed elevation on the western part of the site is close to,
or on, bedrock. Discharge of groundwater probably occurs into the stream
in this area. The amount of groundwater flow into the streams as estimated from low flow measurements of stream flow is small, less than 2/lOcfs.

METEOROLOGY
The average annual precipitation at the project area is estimated to be lOOOrrm with a coefficient of variation of 18 percent. July is
the month of greatest precipitation, the least occurs in January and February. During the winter, December to March, the precipitation falls primarily as snow. The average annual snowfall recorded 60km north of the
project site is 2.6m. The average snow depth at the end of March is l.lm,
corresponding to 210mm of water. The 100-year recurrence interval 24hour duration storm precipitation is estimated to be 125mm.

The average annual runoff is estimated to be 560mm. For April
and May average runoff exceeds average precipitation, as a result of spring
snow-melt.
Average annual lake evaporation is estimated to be 500mm with
a coefficient of variation of 6 percent.
The average surrrner temperatubes rang~ from 10°c to 16°C.
Average winter temperatures range from -12 C to -9 C. The percent of sunshine
varies from 25 percent in winter to 58 percent in summer. Wind speeds
vary from 320 to 480km/day.

3.

SITE SELECTION & ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION
OTHER POSSIBLE SITES

Forty-five possible tailings disposal sites were identified within about 16km
of the pr.oject. The dimensions of impoundments at
the sites were determined. Pertinent environmental and engineering characteristics were identified. The use of all but three of the sites was
constrained by factors such as difficult access, too large a catchment
area, the need for large and expensive embankments, or the sensitive ecosystems they would impact.
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
For each of the three sites considered a feasible disposal site,
a detailed conceptual design layout was formulated. The layout of the
impoundment at High Site is shown in Figure 3.1 and that for Logging & Moose
on Figure 3.2 & 3.3. The layout, construction, operation and reclamation de..;
tails of the impoundments at both Moose and Logging Sites would be essentially similar to those described later in this repo~t for the impoundment at the site designated the preferred alternative: High Site.
All would involve impounding tailings behind embankments constructed of rock with cores of glacial till. All would have involved diversion trenches around the impoundment, a tailings delivery line from
which to discharge tailings and a barge floating on the impoundment to
return the water to the mill for re-use.
The major differences in the impoundments relate to:
- environmental impact as regards visual impact, current landu~e~ effect
on wild life, the quality of natural geologic liners at the site, and
the possibility of operating the impoundment in a way that enhances environmental protection,
- cost of construction and operation as affected by distanc~ from mine
and mill, hence, availability of cheap rock to construct embankments
and the cost of pumping tailings,
- water balance and the extent to which it would be possible to operate
the impoundment with a closed circuit water balance.
SITE RANKING
A rigoroussite selection procedure was used to rank the sites.
The sites were rated on the basis of environmental impact, cost, and the
extent to which a closed circuit water balance could be achieved.

The environmental impact rating ranked the High Site first for
the mine operating stage. This is because of its low landuse impact: it
does not contain wet lands such as at Moose Site or have the timber potential of Logging Site. Furthermore, it is in the same catchment as the
pit, downstream of the mill. Hence, all tailings disposal can be done
in one area. Accidental pipe breaks or mill runoff can easily be controlled by the impoundment. The High Site is more visible from roads to
which the public has access than the other sites. Nevertheless, this is
not sufficient consequence to make the other sites preferable impoundment
areas.
The cost of constructing and operating the High Site Impoundment is less than the costs for the Moose Site. Costs are greatest for
the Logging Site. This is because the High Site is closest to the mill.
Pit rock may be cheaply used to construct embankments and no pumping of
tailings is required.
A detailed water balance study of the three alternative impoundments was done. This showed that High Site has the least water to be diverted or evaporated, -hehce, is the be~t .for achieving a zero discharge
tailings disposal facility;
On the basis of the assessments, High Site was ranked first,
Moose Site second, and the Logging Site third.

4.

DESCRIPTION OF TAILINGS DISPOSAL FACILITY
PROJECT LAYOUT

Figure 4.1 shows the position of the impoundment relative to
the pit, the mill and the waste rock dump area. The mine pit is to the
northwest of the impoundment. Rock and till from the pit will be brought
to the impoundment and used to construct the embankments. Rock not required for embankment construction will be dumped to the west of the impoundment. The rock dump will ultimately blanket and effectively extend
the size of the impoundment embankment.
Ore will be transported to the mill to the northeast of the impoundment. Once the precious and base metals are removed the re~aining
finely ground rock, that .is the tailings, will be piped down to the impoundment.

IMPOUNDMENT LAYOUT
The gossan tailings will be produced first. They will be impounded by an embankment across the upper end of the vailey. The layout
of the gossan impoundment is shown in Figure 4.2. The embankment constructed of pit rock and glacial till will rise to an elevation of 332m.
An access road, a diversion trench and the tailings delivery line will
run around the impoundment.
Tailings will be discharged into the impoundment by spray bars,
or open-ended pipe discharge. The water level in the impoundment will
be kept below elevation 33Om. A barge floating on the pool will return
water to the mill for re-use. Excess water not returned will evaporate
from the pond. Sprays will be used to expedite evaporation. A more detailed description of the design and operating details of the impoundment is contained in Section 6 of this report.
The massive sulphide tailings impoundment will be constructed
in at least three stages. The layout of the impoundment and the rock dump
at subsequent stages are shown in detail on a series of drawings anc scoonatically
in Figure 4.3 follo,,ring~ The first stage involves constructing an -embankment to
elevation 32Om. An access road, diversion trench, and tailings delivery
pi pe-1 i ne will be constructed around the perimeter, above the elevation
of the tailings impounded by the first stage embankment.
Most of the waste rock produced during the initial stages of
mining will be used to construct the first stage embankment. Unsuitable
rock ·and rock produced once the embankment is constructed will be dumped
in the area to the west of the embankment.

About three to five years after start of massive sulphide tailings deposition, the embankment will be raised to elevation 335m. This
will provide sufficient volume for a further five or so years of tailings
deposition. ,
A third increase in el~vation of the embankment to an ultimate
crest of 350m will provide sufficient volume to hold all tailings currently anticipated. The massive sulphide tailings impounded to a maximum elevation of 346m will cover the gossan tailings. This has the advantage of encapsulating the gossan, hence, ensuring its containment and
preventing any release thereof to the environment.
The waste rock will be placed throughout the mine life on the
downstream side of the massive sulphide embankment. This will effectively increase the size of the embankment. While the waste rock does not
constitute a structural part of the embankment, its presence creates a
massive entity to impound the tailings. A more detailed description of
the design, operation and reclamation of the massive sulphide impoundment
is contained in Section 7 of this report.

5.

TAILINGS & CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
GOSSAN TAILINGS

According to the present m1n1ng schedule, the gossan ore body
will be processed first. It is estimates that this ore body contains 1.5
million tonnes. Minerals will be extracted through a cyanide leach process. The tailings liquor will be at a pH greater than 10 and will contain free cyanide and complexed cyanide.
(0.038m).

The gossan tailings will be 80% finer than the no. 400 sieve
The specific gravity of the solids is 3.0.

Tailings will be delivered to the impoundment as a slurry at
50% solids. Due to the fine grind and the relatively low specific gravity, it is expected that the beach angle of the deposited tailings will_
be in the order to 2 to 5%. It is expected th~t the average density of
the deposited tailings will be about 1,280kg/m . The coefficient ot permeabn i ty of c.the deposited tailings wi 11 be in the order~of, l x 1□- cm/sec,

SULPHIDE TAILINGS
The present ore reserve evaluation forecasts 32 million tonnes
of sulphide ore. The production rate is planned at about 5,000 tonnes/day
over a period of 18 years.
A flotation process wiJl be~used for the extraction~of copper
and zinc. The same grind as the gossan is envisaged. The specific gravity of the sulphide tailings is 4.51. The average density of the deposited tailings will be about 2,080kg/m3.
The sulphide tailings will also be delivered as a slurry to the
impoundment. The slurry will contain about 60% solids.
It is expected that the sulphide tailings will sediment to a
beach angle of 5 to 10% for above water deposition. The coefficient 0
permeability of the sedimented sulphide tailings will be about 1 x 10- cm/sec.

6

WASTE ROCK .
Waste rock will be produced throughout the life of the mine.
A total tonnage of about 33 million is envisaged. The waste rock will
be made up of about 6% chloritic volcanics, 70% silicious volcanics, 6%

jasperoid chert, 2% crystal tuft, and 16% andesite. The particle size
distribution of the waste rock is a function of the blasting pattern followed and the breakage characteristics of the rock type. It is expected
that the chloritic volcanics will break into the smallest pieces due to
the intensive chloritization.
There will be sufficient opportunity during mining to select
the rock types most suitable for tailings embankment construction. The
most competent materials will be used for construction, while the other
will be deposited on the waste rock impoundment. The waste rock is very
durable, and no degredation through weathering is expected during the life
of the mine.

GLACIAL TILL
The glacial tills present on the project site form very important construction materials in that they will be included in the tailings
embankments and will also form the foundation material for the tailings
im~oundment. Although there is a distinct color difference in the tillsin the·area, no difference in-geotechnical characteristics·can be dis~
tinguished.~ The brown and gray till both have the same characteristics.
The typical characteristics of the till can be summarized as follows:
-natural moisture content
(below about 0.5m)
-liquid limit
-plastic limit
-plasticity index
-maximum density
(standard Proctor)
-optimum moisture content
-specific gravity
-% minus #200 sieve
-% at 2 um
-coefficient of permeability
-shear strength parameters

12%
27%
18%
9%

l,950kg/m 3
13%
2.72
45%
17%
l x l0-7cm/sec
c• = 0

0'

=

36°

During m1n1ng 9 millibn tonnes of till will be produced. Th~·
bulk.of this will be produced during the first 4 years of mining._ This
material will be used as a construction material for the compacted tail-ings embankment, while the excess material will be disposed of separately
and used later for reclamation purposes.

6.

GOSSAN IMPOUNDMENT DESCRIPTION
GENERAL

This section is a brief description of the main aspects of the
design, construction and operation of the gossan tailings impoundment.
Detailed technical reports by Steffen Robertson and Kirsten, WoodwardClyde Consultants and Colorado School of Mines should be consulted for
substantiation of data presented in this section. Construction drawings
show detailed layouts - see Source Document List.
SITE PREPARATION & CLEARING
Access roads will be constructed to and around the site. In
order to control excess flow to the site, the perimeter diversion trench
at elevation approximately 35Om, .will -be constructed. Trees and vegeta'.'.'"_ tion will be cleared from the site:7 The topsoil will be collected and .
stockpil~d for use in~later reclamation~~ Tr~nches-will be~installed to
drain excess water from the site. All water will be directed to a sedim~nt pond to ensure that clean water only is released from the construction site to the streams.
·
LINER
The main impoundment liner is the thick cover of glacial till
which occurs over the major part of the site. Topsoil stripping will expose the till- and bedrock. Where the till is thicker than lm no further
action will be taken. If the till is less than lrn thick, an additional
600mm of till wil1 be compacted to create a substantial layer. If necessary, exposed bedrock will be trimmed to a slope over which the till liner
may conveniently be placed. Hhere the till is thicker than 3m it may be
borrowed for liner placement.
The low permeability of the till and the thick layer to be provided will ensure that insignificant quantities of seepage occur from the
impoundment. Groundwater protection- will be further enhanced by the way
in which the low permeability tailings wilr be-discharged into the im-poundment; they will blanket and further seal the till and so prevent seepage of water from the impoundment.

EMBANKMENT
The embankment cross section is shown on Figure 6.1. The main
upstream part consists of compacted glacial till. The main downstream
zone is dumped rock from the pit. The zone between the till and dumped
rock is intended to prevent movement of the fines from the till to the
rock. Thus, it will consist of selected rock with a grading adequate to
prevent piping.
The slopes of the embankment are 2H to lV.
factor safety factors.

This provides satis-

IMPOUNDMENT OPERATION
The 1.5 million tonnes of gossan tailings will be placed during
15 months of :- opera ti on:- They wil 1 -be- spi gotted-'-i nto the--impoundment--from
0

0

:; -

spray bars .. This will cause a sheet of tailings to flow into the impound~
ment down the natural valley sides. Thus, the sides will immediately belined with the impermeable tailings. The tailings will continue to fill
the impoundment to the level of discharge.
At all times the water level in the impoundment will be kept
above the tailings, thus ensuring that no dust blows from the impoundment. During winter, if ice forms on the surface, tailings discharge will
be by open-ended discharge from pipes below the ice.
A barge to return water from the impoundment to the mill will
float on the water. Peripheral sprays will prevent the barge from becoming ice-bound during the winter. Access from the shore to the barge
wi 11 be on floating pontoon vJa 1kways.
WATER BALANCE
The water balance on the impoundment is such that the water entering the impoundment with the tailings, from precipitation and runoff,
will either be returned to the mill, evaporated, or permanently entrained
in the voids of the deposited tailings. Only in the. event that tailings
densities are greater than currently anticipated will it be necessary to
expidite evaporation with sprays.

MONITORING
A series of groundwater quality monitoring wells will be installed through the gossan embankment. The wells will penetrate the embankment and go into the bedrock. These will be monitored at regular intervals.
The embankment will be instrumented with strain gauges, settlement sensors, inclinometers and piezometers. All instruments will be
read at regular intervals to monitor the response of the embankment to
the impoundment of tailings.

RECLAMATION

reclaimed.

Once the impoundment is filled with tailings, the top will be
Details of the reclamation surface have not yet been finalized.

7.

MASSIVE SULPHIDE IMPOUNDMENT DESCRIPTION
GENERAL

This section is a brief description of the main aspects of the
design, construction, operation and reclamation of the impoundment in which
the massive sulphide tailings will be deposited. Detailed technical reports
and drawings which support the descriptions in this section are given in the
Source Documents List.

SITE PREPARATION & CLEARING
Access roads will be constructed to and around the site. The
perimeter diversion trench at about 350m elevation and the lower trench at
about elevation 325m will reduce the flow of water to the area where site
clearing and embankment construction is underway. Trees and vegetation
wili-be- cleared-and_topsoi~ collected and stockpiled for ~ater reclamation.
This"work will be,done subsequent,,to similar operations- in the area of the
gossan i mpoundment-=-~~. A sediment- pond, downstream~of,--the-,operations-,- wi] 1 - ensure that only clear water is released from the construction site to the
streams.

LINER
The-liner-details beneath-the massive sulphide impoundment will
be the same as beneath the gossan impoundment. Once the site is cleared,.·.
to the top of the in situ dense till or bedrock, the exposed bedrock will
be trimmed to a slope suitable for placing a liner. In those areas where
the till is thicker than lm no further action will be taken. If the till
is less than-lm thick and where bedrock outcrops, a 600mm thick layer of
till will be compacted into place. Where the till is thicker than 3m, the
excess may be borrowed for pl acing the __ 1i ner~
The low permeability of the till and the -thick layer to be provided will; as with the gossan·impoundment; ensure that~insighificant quantities of seepage occur_from :the impoundment. Groundwater protection will
be further enhanced-·by,the war.in-which the.Jow,permeabilityctailings will
be discharged into the impoundment; they will blanket and further seal the
till and so ·prevent seepage of water from the impoundment.

EMBANKMENT
The ultimate embankment cross section is shown in Figure 7.1.
The embankment will be constructed in three stages as the level of impounded tailings increases. The three stages are shown on the figure.
The main zones of the embankment are:
- an upstream zone of placed rock from the pit: this provides the upstream slope required for stability and protects the core from erosion
during placement of the tailings.
- a core of compacted glacial till from the pit: this core forms a very
low permeability zone which prevents seepage of tailings or water from
the impoundment.
- a transition: downstream of the core will be a zone of suitable fine,
screened rock, probably from the pit. The gradation will ensure that
particles of soil cannot pass from the till into the transition zone
hence, the open voids of subsequent·zones downstream of the core.
- a filter zone: this too will be of screened rock; however, it will be
more permeable and of_ lafger sized particles than the transition zone immediately upstream. The-functions- of this zone are;· first to pre-·
vent passage of particles from the transition- zone to-the mass of-rock--·
downstream and, second to provide a higher permeability zone to control
any water that might seep through the core.
·
- a central zone of compacted rock from the pit: this zone acts as the
structural support element for the core, the filter and the transition
zones.
- a downstream zone of placed rock: this provides the downstream slope
which ensures the overall stability of the embankment and which is flat
enough to be reclaimed.
- the waste rock dump: this zone is not in the strict sense a part of
the embankment. The waste rock from the pit is placed downstream of
the embankment because this is the best place from the point of view
of project operation and reclamation. The presence of the waste rock
zone does, however, enhance the tailings embankment in that it creates
a massive element to retain the tailings and enables a flatter slope
than would-be economical for a conventional embankment to be formed;
this leads to better reclamation.
The embankment will be placed on the existing tills. If the
tills are less than a meter thick:-a 600mm layer will be compacted into
plate. Thus, the whole embankment will be underlain by a very low permeability liner. Precipitation on to-the embankment may_seep through the ..
mass of rock. The water will not seep through to the groundwater but will
move along the top surface of the till, out through drains placed near
the toe of the rock zone and hence, into a seepage control trench. The
water will be treated before release.

The total height of the embankment, measured beneath the crest,
will be about 60m. The slope of the downstream zone of placed rock will
be 3H to lV. The slope of the waste rock zone which will form the alternate slope of the embankment, will be at least 3.5H to lV. These slopes
are flat enough to ensure satisfactory factors of safety against embankment movement or distress for both static and dynamic stability. The width
of the embankment is more than sufficient to hold back the tailings and
water even if an earthquake causes the tailings to liquefy.

IMPOUNDMENT OPERATION
The 32 million tonnes of massive sulphide tailings will be placed
throughout the total mine operation. During the first three to five years
of operation, when the first stage embankment only has been constructed,
discharge of tailings will be from a pipeline that rings the impoundment
at an approximate elevation of 325m to 330m. Tailings will be spigotted
into the impoundment from a system of spray bars; this results in a sheet
of tailings flowing down the sides of the valley effectively lining them
with a low permeability material;- The-tailings will continue to-fill ·the
va 11 ey to the discharge -j eve l .. _
The water level in the impoundment will be allowed to rise to
and will be controlled at, a level close to the level of tailings discharge. Thus, at all times the tailings will effectively be covered with
water and there will be no dust. During winter when ice forms on the surface, tailings will be discharged by open-ended discharge below the water
surf ace and ice l eve 1 .
·
When the elevation of the tailings in the body of the impoundment rises to a level close to the crest embankment, the embankment height
will be increased; the second stage embankment will be constructed. The
discharge pipes will be raised, tailings spigotted into the impoundment
from the higher elevation, and the water allowed to rise to the discharge
elevation.
Th~ third stage embankment raising will take th~ embankment to·
its final elevation of 350m. This will provide sufficient ~olume for all
tailings to be produced. Indeed, at the anticipated tailing~ density the
impoundment, when filled to a struck level elevation of 340m, will be able
to store- about 20- percent .more tailings- than--the_ planned.production volume
of 32 million tonnes. The extra capacity provides leeway in the event
of different actual tailings-~ensities~ ~reater volumes of tailings or a need.for a greater water storage capacity.

If the tailings densities are greater than anticipated, or less
than 32 million tonnes of tailings is produced, the staged construction
of the embankment makes it possible to alter the ultimate crest elevation
to suit the actual volume, hence elevation of tailings placed.
WATER BALANCE
The impoundment will be operated as a closed-circuit water balance. Thus, all water entering the impoundment from precipitation, runoff or with the tailings slurry, will either be returned to the mill for
re-use, permanently entrained in the tailings or evaporated. Evaporation
from the top surface of the water will be increased by a system of sprays
floating on the pond. These sprays will be operated mainly during the
summer and only when winds are not .likely to cause excessive dispersion
of the spray.
A barge will float on the pond. Water will be pumped from the
barge to.the mill. Peripheral sprays.will prevent the barge from becoming
ice bound during the winter~ Access-from the shore-to the barge will be
on floating pontoon walkways.
MONITORING
Two lines of groundwater quality monitoring wells will be installed. The first will be at the toe of the second stage embankment.
This liner will be used during the first five to ten years of impoundment operation, or until the advancing waste rock zone precludes access
to them; then they will be grouted closed.
A second line of monitoring wells will be installed at the toe
of the waste rock dump. They will be installed as soon as construction
at the site begins, they will be monitored before tailings deposition
starts and they will be read at regular interval~ during and after the
operation of the mine.
·
The embankment and the foundation tills will be instrumented.
Piezometers, strain gauges, inclinometers and settlement sensors will be
monitored to record the response of the embankment to tailings deposition
and the height increases at second and third stage raising._ The instruments will be located so that design parameters may· be confirmed by the
behavior of the embankment. Also, the instrument locations-will be suchthat any unusual behavior will be noted and appropriate remedial action
will be possible.

RECLAMATION
Reclamation of the downstream face of the waste rock dump,the
tailings embankment and the top surface of the tailings impoundment will
be in accordance with the reclamation plan formulated by the Colorado School
of Mines Research Institute.
Reclamation of the downstream face of the rock dump and the tailings embankment will be expedited by the 3H to lV slope to be created.
Berms every 15m of rise on the rock face will further enhance efficient
reclamation. The rock will be shaped, covered with a suitable thickness
of till and topsoil and vegetation established.
Before the top surface of the impoundment can be reclaimed, the
water in the impoundment will have. to be controlled. The water remaining
on the impoundment at the_ end of operations may be pumped into the pit,
where, because of density layering, it will remain at the bottom of the
pit, below the rainwater that will ultimately fill the pit.
There are a number-of alternative schemes being evaluated for
reclamation ofthe top surface of the impounded tailings. All involve
contouring the top of the impoundment to control runoff.- The surface will
be shaped to fall at a slope between two and ten percent towards the north.
Flow will be directed to a new stream established at the contact between
the tailings and the natural hillside. The stream will flow over a spillway cut into the rock of the hillside, hence, down a water course to the
natural stream. The stream, spillway and water course will be sized to
take both normal runoff and water from extreme events of precipitation
and spring snow-melt.
The top surface may be reclaimed in one of the following ways:
- establishing vegetation in the tailings,
- cover the tailings with till and topsoil and establish vegetation; this
wi 11 probably involve the use of a capi 11 ary break of screened rock and
geofabric to support cover placement,
- cover.the taiJ.ings with·lm to 3m of waste rock, tiJl and topsoil and
establish vegetation.: A geofabric may be required to support the waste
rock as it is placed and prevent the tailings from coming up into the
voids of the waste rock. The open voids of the segregated rock at the
bottom of the dump 1ayer may serve as a capi 11 ary barrier. _The rock
as placed may be' graded-to ensure that the ti 11 effectively -caps the tai 1- ings and prevents precipitation migrating through to the tailings.

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum DateDecember 7, 198
To

Teco Brown

Frnm Jeffrey~- Pi dot
.__ I '

Dept._.......__,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dept._.J....U=-i...-------------

Subje&onrnents on Superior Mi ning Company's Redrafted (October 1981) Fnviroomental Work
Plan
Our staff, as well as several consultants at LIMO, have reviewed the r~vised draft
Environmental Work Plan submitted by Superior Mining Company.
While some of our comments on the first draft (see my July 27 memo to you attached)
appear to have been accorrmodated, there are several which have not been. I will not
repeat those conrnents here in detail. However, as we have indicated in the past, sufficient justification for not addressing concerns that have been raised should be presented with their application and Environmental Assessment Report.
There are a few particular corrments I would like to emphasize here. First is the
concern we have before expressed that baseline monitoring studies be completed prior
· to the conrnencement of mine construction.- The work pl an indicates that these studies
would be conducted before mine operations begin. No justification has yet been presented to demonstrate that valid baseline monitoring studies can be undertaken during
construction, a period obviously of substantial environmental impact.
In addition, the plan remains sketchy on several very important environmental aspects
of the project including design of tailings impoundments and reclamation, ground water
hydrology, rare plant studies, wildlife habitat mitigation, additional lake core
sampling, socioeconomic studies, monitoring studies procedures, energy consumption
and safety concerns.
Attached are additional comments received by us concerning the Environmental ~lork
Plan.
JRP/jmb
Attachments

STA TE OF MAINE
Inter~Dcpartmental Memorandum

To

_______ ______________
Jeff Pidot,.,_ Director

From Andrews L. Tolman, Hydrogeologist
Subject

~7

Dace:

November 1--2......1~98"'-'l=---

Dc/H.

LURC

Dept

Maine Geological Survey

Superior Environmental Work Plan

Very little new information is presented on surface or groundwater
hydrology in this plan. It represents a brief summary of various discussions with Superior's consultants, particurlarly at•~ur May 28 meeting.
I had hoped, by this time, to have received reports showing such data as
well as location and construction details, pump test results and interpretation, water chemistry, streamflow (especially low-flow) data and estimates of
flow through the mined area. These data are needed to estimate how much
water will be intercepted by the mine and what its quality may be.
Although their program, as presented verbally, looks good, the lack of
hard data (such as that presented in such intimate detail for the biological
sections) limits my ability to assess them. lf the data submitted is adequate,
no great harm will result from this approach, but, should gaps exist in the
final data, .it may necessitate an additional field season of data collection
to fill them. It was to avoid this that we had asked for an early submittal
of monitoring network design.
/mld

Oron,i, c\Iain1e O,t-,169

School of Fore~l Rc,ourc~,

207/ 5111-nl~

November 23, 1981

Mr. James A. St. Pierre
LURC
Dept. of Conservation
State House Sta. #22
Augusta, ME 04333
Dear Jym:
With this being nw fourth letter reviewing the Superior Mining
Project, I am beginning to feel like the boy crying \'JOlf. There
have been many improvements in the plan but I still feel the response
to some criticisms are rather superficial. I note that in response
to concerns about offsite impacts to terrestrial biota they are going
to do some tissue analysis for metals. This seems like an appropriate
step but I'm not sure. I still would like to see a mining impacts
literature review presented so we can affirm or challenge their
assumption that offsite impacts to terrestrials will be minimal. In
response to questions about threatened, declining, or peripheral
species (i.e., not peregrines, eagles, or Furbish Louseworts) they have
apparently acquired a list of sensitive wildlife species from Peter
Cross but they have not indicated how it will affect their work.
They no longer dismiss reptiles and amphibians in two sentences
but the intensity and rigor of their intended survey is still in
doubt.
My 14 July 81 comments on the sampling design for vegetation have
not been heeded; in deed none of my comments from that letter seem to
have made a substantial impact.
Sincerely yours,
,7
,-

j/t.a.1---

,1

/;

//u-iJ[\j-.

Malcolm L. Hunter, Jr:
Assistant Professor
Wildlife Resources
MLH ,Jr: MH
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November 24, 1981

Professor Richard C. Hill
Boardman Hall
Campus
Dick:
Professor Reiling and I have looked over the socioeconomic section
of the latest version of the Superior Mining Company propos a l. Perhaps
we do not understand the parameters of this particular effort, but if
it is to serve as th e guideline for determining the s ocioeconomic
impacts of the venture, we find it to be totally unaccept able.
In our comments dated 7/20/81 and 8/24/81 we indicate specific
deficiencies in the two previous versions submitted by Superior. The
present version simply ignores all of the methodological detail which
we believe is imperative before any realistic appraisal of the proposal
can be made.
Sincerely,

/,.
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touis A. Ploch
Professor of Rural Sociology
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum
To _ _....:::..:::;;;,7=-=:..:;t..r...-,,;ic.;F-=~""--¥.~'--""-=-"'""""~~-From

Subject

,

Director

Date November 25,

Dept.-.Land Use Reg:uJ atj on Commission
Dept.

Public Lands

Su erior Mining Company
Here are my comments on Superior Mining Company's
environmental studies work plan.
Over-all the plan appears to be quite comprehensive
and should, over time, yield a wealth of information
relative to the effects of copper mining in the State; as
well as providing a basis for monitoring the operation.
Page 2-37, Overstory - the description of the forest
inventory, in my opinion, is incomplete and somewhat foggy.
What are the objectives of the inventory and is sufficient
data to be collected to meet those objectives. Also no
mention is made of obtaining growth data.
Forest growth is
often adversely affected by operations of this nature.
Page 2-50, Socioeconomic Studies - It is not clear,
whether or not existing public recreational use is to be
evaluated.
Probably not significant as recreational use
of the project site would have been limited to a small
amount of hunting. Access roads may, in fact, increase
public use on surrounding lands.
BJS/reb

1981

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION. CORPS OF ENGINEERS
424 TRAPELO ROAD
WAL THAM , MASSACHUSETTS 02254

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

NEDOD-R-13

15 December 1981

Mr. James A. St. Pierre
State of Haine
Dept. of Conservation
Land Use Regulation Commission
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 04333

Dear Mr. St. Pierre:
This is in response to your 25 November 1981 letter requesting our
review and comment on the Environmental Work Plan for the Superior
Mining Company's proposed copper mine in Aroostook County, Maine.
The information submitted with the plan does not clearly indicate
what work, if any, will be done in any waters of the United States.
If any work involving the discharge of dredged or fill material,
either permanent or temporary, is going to be done in any inland
rivers, lakes or streams, or their adjacent wetlands, in association
with the submerged diffuser and pipeline in the Aroostook River,
the new highway from Route 11 to the site, utility lines, railroad
spurs and stream diversions, a Department of the Army permit may be
required pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.
The Superior Mining Company will be notified of our regul.:1tory jurisdiction and permit application requirements.
If you have any questions on this matter, please contact Mr. David Baker
at 617-894-2400, extension 673. You may call toll free at 1-800-343-4789.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

O(Jo~4 ¼.-rV<~_,,q,RAYMOND FRANCISCO
Section Chief
Regulatory Branch
Operations Division

STATE OF MAINE
Inter,Departmental 1v1emor:i.ndum
Teco Brown, Chie(,Div

To

Review

& Plng.

Date--1uly 27, , 98J

Dept. Emrironment,1] Protection
Dept. Land lJse Regulation Commission

..,t..

x

O u ~ well as a number of consultants at the University of Maine, have
·----reviewed the -May JO draft Environmental Work Plan submitted by Superior Mining
Company. While our specific comments are primarily focused ort the biological
and socio-economic
aspects of the plan, we are also making general comments
of a critical, but constructive nature. Our goal is to end up with a reasonable
plan which will fully protect the public interest.
We are attaching copies of all comments received by us from our UMO consultants
and will not repeat in detail below the substance of their remarks.
1. On the whole, this plan appears to furnish the sort of comprehensive recitation
we have been seeking of environmental studi e s which Superior intends to undertake.
The plan, however, is not as detailed, .and in certain areas does not provide for
as in depth an environmental assessment, as we would ultim :,tely like to see. This
is in contrast to the similar plan submitted by Exxon Corporation1for its proposed
mine in l~isconsin (copy attached). That plan, in many areas, is fuore detailed
and appears to provide for ultimately more thorough environmental and socioeconomic analysis. Even that plan is not immune from criticism, however, as it is
the subject of an 800 page critique by COACT Research earlier fon,arded by us to
Superior. As a general matter, we urge Superior to carefully review the Exxon plan
together with the COACT critique and, wherever those call for a more indepth
analysis, perform such - or explain the reasons for a decision not to do so. None
·of us should feel comfortable with something less in Haine than is being required
elsewhere.

2.

Plan Introduction (pages 1-1 to 1-11).

- We read the pl.:in to call for a full EIS type environmental assessment of
che preferred site locations of the various proposed facilities, as well as the
alternative sites and fa c ilities conside red. Tl1is would appear satisfactory.
- The plan stat es (pag e 1-6) that there is .:i de e mplusis of the need for rigorou s
monitoring programs for terrestrial biot a . That is not our und e rstanding of the
substance of the Ma y 19 meeting. We have repeatedly stated that there is a need
for monitoring of terrestrial biota, but that this might reasonably be accomplished
with respect to a few key species. Accordin g ly, while we do not see the need for
a quantitivc analy s i s of all terrestrial biota, a precise monitoring plan for
terrestrial imriacts shouLJ not be Liel'mphasi Z<!U.
- In 'J,"Jrious ,;cc: tions
(notabl y in TabLL' s l-1, 1-2, and l-3), the pL.1n states
that cerc.:iin pot e nt Lall y adv L'rse impacts are "acceptable". "minimal", "i:nsignific .:i nt " , or 1:1011-con t.:-o vers i. .:il".
fhcsl.! ,: onc lu s ion.:i::-y statcm l.!nt i:; ·s e em most in;,1ppropri a t L', not o n ly he re, but will. be ina ppro p riate i.n the ultim.:itc impact
.:is s e s s r:H..'. n t i. t s e l f . Th ,~ p u r po:; e o f t lll, p L1 n and u f t h c! as s es s men t sh o u 1 J b c to
co:npreiicnsively J cs cribe pot ent i..al i.rnp.-1ct s ,wi.th Juor.em e nL s ns to rhcLr c.1cccp, :1t,i.l1t y
bein g left to the r eg ulc.1lor y agencies.
11

-2Teco Brown, Chief, Division Review & Planning
Jeffrey R. Pidot, Director

Environmental
LURC

- Table 1-2 seems inappropriate in this plan. Again, it contains conclusionary statements that various potential impacts will be :"modest" or
"routine". What rationale is there to support the statement that any potential
impact of a copper mine in northern Maine will be "routine"? Without completing the impact assessment itself, there seems no justitication to classify
the impact on sensitive species or aesthetics as "modest'!.
~ Table 1-3 lists the types of impacts which will be assessed.
As
indicated above, conclusionary statements (such as acceptability of impacts)
should be avoided. The table rather should address the various potential
impacts and concerns without prejudging their significance or acceptability.
There is lacking here, as well as elsewhere in che plan, a discussion of assessing the potential impacts of accidents which may occur in connection with a majo
mining project (e.g. · failure of the tailings pond).
Assessment of these impact
and the risks involved, is vital to a fair presentation of environmental concern

There is no discussion in this table or elsewhere in the plan of how
the study will address ecological interrelationships which exist in the affected
area, and of how the impacts of the mine upon ecosystems will be;considered.
In Table 1-3, surface water quality impacts are directed toward clas~ A
waters. Any discharges into any waters will be a major concern to be addressed
in the assessment.
- Also in Table. 1-3, noise and air quality impacts are considered only in
terms of their effect on humans.
These should also be considered in ~erms of
impact on wildlife and vegetacion.
- Also in Table 1-3, the discussion of impacts on popuLation and employment
should include potential adverse effects.
3. Groundwater Hydrology (page 2-9). We would like to see the "additional spec
details 11. mention ed in the first paragraph incorporated into the final environmental plan.
4. Seuiment Studies (pages 2-13 to 2-17). Please sec the attached comments of
Professor Norton. These comments are highly critical of v.:irious aspects of the
design for sediment data anatysis.
5.

Biological Resources (pages 2-17 to 2-50).

- Plez:J.se
All <Jf thuse
preconceived
be ju s [ificc.l

see the ;ittachec.l comme nt i; of Pt·ofcssors llunter, Haines and Jacobson
comments ,:H:cord ,,1ith our ;;en era l concL~r n that the plan est.:iblishes
.:1ssu mp tions and conclusions on Vc1rious issues.
Such conclusions ma
onLy .:1fter the completion ol the e nvironment.:il :.issessment.

- The tt2rru:,trial biolot;ical study pL:r n is b.:1scJ upon st:.itcc.l .:issumptions
(pg 1-J7) tli;1t th c r '-2 •..:ill be tio .1ncicip:1t1.eJ L::tpact s on ;J11usu.:1L ur valu.:1ble
tcrrcst ri :11 srecie:s or habitats or upon t.hc terrestrial e nvironment in General.
Such :issw:ipti.ons, •. 1e belicvcc, :.ire t1t1justiriet1, particuL:.irLy Ln ::idv:ince of com?l~tin½ the :.issL~SSlllL! nt. As i.nc.li.c:.ited :.ibovc, •,.;e :11:;o do not agree that terrestri
,::onitoring c.:.1n i.Jc JcemphasL::ec.l. :Je should .JJJ th.'.lt one of our consultants
(who ~3 worK in~ 011 the Great ~or thcrn Bi~ A Llam project terrestrial assessment)

-J-

Teco Brown, Chief, Div. Rev. & Plng.
Jeffrey R. Pidot, Director

Environmental Prote~tio
LURC

found various aspects of this terrestrial study plan unaccountably of a less~r
degree of intensity and precision than that one.
- As we have commented before, terrestrial biota impact and monitoring
studies should be undertaken in connection with potential off site impacts
(such as from dust and/or noise). Such studies should cover sufficient ground
area to include all potential impact zones.
- As Professors Jacobson and Hunter indicate, the design for sampling vegetation does not provide for an adequate number of habitat stations on each habita1
type. While their suggested courses of action differ, we believe that that proposed by Jacobson will be sufficient and is generally consistent with Superior's
current design.

The plan (pages2-45-46) indicates that the surveys proposed for reft:iles
"
. and amphibians will be of a general nature. Studies should be performed which
produce indices of reptile and amphibian aburidance and species. See attached
comment of Professor Hunter. In short, the survey for her«riles should be de"signed so as to provide the same sort of data as the proposed survey for birds
and smal~ mammals.
- As to protected, sensiti ve , endangered and threatened species, see Professor Jacobson's comment.
6.

Socio-economic Studies
Please see attached comments of Professor Ploch.

- Please refer to the compilation of socio- economic issues furnished to
Superior by us in Decemb e r.
- Please note particularly the significant 3ttention devoted by the attache
E;{:-::on plan to socio-economic issues. We would like to see this level of intensi
devoted by Superior to its study o( this subject.
7. NoLsc Studies (pp. 2-52-53). The noise studies Jcscribed Jo not cover potent
impacts on wildlife. We believe there is a need for the monitors described at
the top of page 2-53.
8. i\r:ciiacolo:..;ica.l StuJi12s (pp. 2-53-59). We ;,issume th3t this section will be
rc•:iewed by tllc ~lc1i.nc llistoric Preservation Commission.
9.

~onitorin~ Studies (pp J-L to J-G).

- Tlic sectio n on cnvi.ronmcnt:.iL ;.1011i.torin}; ap[H~:.irs ;_;121112r:1Lly .,, a~ue ~md lack:
in !lL!t.!Lll.!J dct ~til ...ind t:u1npr c l1cnsivL'n12ss. lly contr:.ist, sc12 th c: C:c-:on pL;.111 :.ind
COACT report (pp ~40 cl seq .)
- The pl.:m ( pagL'! 'J-5) appc:...irs to provide tor the co;.1pLt2tion of baseline
monitoring 'j tuLiiL'.S prior to the ,~or:;mcnc12mcnt of mine opcr:1ti.ons. ,\s we h.:ive

-4-

Teco Brown, Chief, Div. Rev. & Plng.
Jeffrey R. Pidot, Director

Environmental Protection
LURC

stated before, we believe all such monitoring should be completed prior to
the commencement of construction. It defies common sense to conduct baseline
monitoring studies during a period when construction activities are taking
place, which may well be the period of greatest environmental impact.
Again, we disagree with the view expressed in the plan (p. 3-6) that no
long term terrestrial monitoring is needed.
8. Mitigation Measures (pp 4-1 to 4-6). This section of the plan furnishes a
general description of what might more appropriately be considered SOP environmental safeguards than possible mitigation measures. Of course, ultimately
we will need a complete and detailed plan of mitigation and reclamation.
The plan should make clear how the data from the various environmental studies
will be used to formulate mitigation and reclamation plans.
9.

Other Issues.

The plan is silent on issues such as energy impacts, recreational and other
land use impacts .in the immediate and surrounding areas and human health impacts .
These issues should be addressed. In addition, the plan might include descriptic
of engineering studies being undertaken in connection with mine development.
See the Exxon plan, pp. 64-7.
Ac some point, we also exce~t a full presentation
of alternative treatment plans an~ impacts, including a study of whether sulphur
may be extracted from the tailings and used for some commercial purpose.

i.

July 16, 1981

Dr. Richard C. Hill
Dept. of Industrial Cooperation
109 Boardman Hall
Campus
De<lr Dick,
Enclosed are comments on the Envi ronmenta 1 1fork Pl an submitted
by Superior Mining Company for the Bald Mountain development .

.f

have commented on only \-Jater quality and sediment-related sect ions.
Sincerely,

Stephen A. Norton
Professor of Geological Sciences
SJ\tl:jap

Comments by S.t'\. Norton on
Mining Comp,rny

th (•

[nvirorn11r.11tal \fork Pl ;1 11 r, uhmitted

by

Surerior

2. 2. 1.

Surface Water Quality
7/15/80
The present sc1mpling scheme is not adequate to define the extremes of
water chemistry, especially pH and metal 1eve ls.
The document does not contain methods for collection and analysis of
precipitation (atmospheric deposition - wet and dry). These are
critical.
Table 2-1. It isn't clear why air temperature is measured and water
temperature isn't for the field measurements.

2.2 . 3.

Groundwater Quality
The drill holes used to sample groundwater may be unsuitable for
characterizinq shallow (soil and sub-soil) groundwater chemistry.
They are likely to have a typical recharge.

p. 2-14

Para. l
The emphasis on the chemistry of the flocculent material 9n lake bottom~
suggests that they don't understand lake sediments and l~ke sedimentati c

Sediment Data Analysis
p. 2- 15

Para. l
Summer collection of stream sediment is a poor design for characterizin~
input of stream sediment to lakes. Also, how long do collectors operate
for a sarnµle.

p. 2- 15

Next to last entry
The desi(Jn for the sub-siln!pliny c1nd ;rnc1 1y s i s of t he sedin:ent cores is
poor and ~ill y ield almost useless dat1. The age of sediments will not
be establ ish~ ,J . Nor :1.:is che l ink ,ll]e bct\·1ei~n strea111 sed iments and
lake-bottom Jeen established.

p. 2-16

Ite!!IS 1, 2, and 3 (') arr. O'lr.t· simpiified and n;isle-::di;;g. [tern 2(·),
re 1~l, is •1Pner,1ll y true but the ,: nalyst!S propos2d \·1 ill not en:_1ble this
to b( d<.:termint>d.
Item J( ·). \•/hut is the b,1sis for say inq th.:it Fe is not abundc1.nt in the
.br.: c! r rJ c k s tr ,1 t i iJ tu r ~ 1y rJ r i n l he t i l l . ,'\ l s o , the 2 x i s ten.:: e o f fl ucc ul a n t
Fe in sur:' , ce ,.-,.-1tcr~ c,:n :10t be .i ss iq11cd to t he exi~tencc of ,r n ere bod 1
1

p. 2- 17

Althuu• Ji•1 Fl~- r,l-, i1nd :-1n-hyr.!roxjd l:<; 111,1y tr,1nsport tr,1ce iT:i?t.1ls in
suspe!1,. ion .1nd ~,-!lr: ,.i :·,r, uir,,n to '.he •.-1,1t.t-'~· un1i,:r :·cci :1c :;1a condition.
see notr1in rJ in thl: ·., or\.-' plrn ~o suqncst . thJt lc:ike \•later chc!nistr:,· is
be i W-! ,-; t1;u i !'<I _i__!2_ rin_!J_! i' c1 ncl ~ c11:rc))",1 i l:,, .
The :::,, t. h:,:ir; 0 f -1r1,1 l •r: i -:; for· Uw s, :d i:::;,n ~ h,1 vp '.10 t
i :: m o 1· ~-,1 ri' '- ; n i n ::c qJ r c l. 1 rJt_J t h,' r ,: : :: I ~ c: .

,1 rr~

h,~t~n detJ i 1cd.

They

Llf\!I\IERSITV

()f 1\/\1~lf'\JE err Orono
Orono, .,l11inr 0-H(,9
2Qj_1:;r.1.:-312

July 14 , 1981
Mr. James A. St. Pierre

LURC
Dept. of Conservation
State House Stn. #22
Augusta. ME 04333
Dear Jym:
The Superior Mining Project's Environmental Wor~ Plan of 25 June
1981 is a marked improvement on the draft submitted 30 May 1980. I
have only one major comment; in reviev1ing the terrestrial ecology section,
I am still bothered by their assumptions (which they present as given
facts on pp. 2-37,38) that neither construction or operation of the
facility will have adverse effects on terrestrial biota. The impacts
of mines and similar large scale construction (e.g., highways) have been
investigated and this literature should be reviewed and presen~ed to
substantiate their assumptions.
I
I have some reservations about the sampling design for the vegetationr
Rather than fixed interval stations trey should use a stratified random
design which would put an appropriate proportion of the total number
of SJmple stations in each habitat type. Ideally within each stand the
locations would be random but more practically they coulJ be at random
points along transects. To link accurately the ground work with the
aerial photographs, pacing ov2 r very long distances wi 11 not be sufficient.

These comments regarding fixed intervals and locc1ting stiltions v,iithin
habitats also apply to the bird censuses although they are less critical
here. Appare~tly they have not yet examined the Audubon Society's blue
list of uncommon species.
There are methods th:1t •.-1ill produce indices of repti~e Jnd ampn1::J1an
abun da nce und th~y are no 1:1orc time con sl!ming than method:; for other tJxa.
Sincerely yDurs,

7'~ d-/k~~/

Malcolm L. Hunter, Jr.::,..Y
AssistJnt Professor
Wi 1•.il i fe Rc ; ourc~s
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July 21, 1931

Profess·or Richard Hill
Dept. of Indusrrial Cooperation
109 Boardr:1an Hall
Campus

Dear Prof. Hi.11:
I hav2 reviewed the Environmental Work Plan for the Superior
Mining Project, as requested by Ray Nodd in. SpecifL:ally, I h::1ve
reviewed Sections 3.2.1.2 Fish, and sections 2.3.1.3 Fish Tissue
Metal Analyses. To review these, I also had to read section 1
Introduction. and section 2.3.1.1 Benthic Hacroinvertebrates,
but these sections are not included in my review. A copy of my
review is attached. I devoted about 4 hours of time to this
review.
i

Yours sincerely,

\\

~

c:~

~

.I

.

[-\

,~----

Terry,\. Haines, Ph.D.
Coop . Assoc. Prof. Zool.
TAH:jm
Enclo~~ure

Section 2.). 1.2 Flsh
In the present form it is difficult tn determine how frequently
fish collections will be made from the various locations.

It appears

that the stream stations will be sampled twice per year (June and
S~pt.:!rnber) !:or three years, but r.iver.s ;1nd lakes wi.11 be sampled
for only one y e~r.

This section should be written so that a reviewer

c.:i.n understand what is to be done.

And if rivers and lakes are to

Le sampled only once, this is inadequate.
What descriptors will be used for stream fish populations?
In general, diversity indices are not very useful for fish communities.
This is because there are not very many species of fish in COlJ?IDunities,
especially no~ in small, cold-water streams, and populations may be
influenced by sensonal migrations.

Other descriptors are not

specified, so their usefulness cannot be determined.
The s.:1mpli:1~ methodology appears adequ;1ce for the environments
to be saopled.

However, the Peterson population size estimation

technique is elcmenc;1ry.
19 7:i.

The udjustcd Pe ters on (see 1,1. Ricker

Co:npi.L.1ti.on ,rnd i:1teq'r.cc:1ti.lin

fisl1 pop uL.1tiuns.

Bu Ll.

F'ish.

IZ1!:~ .

DcpenJing on c:incure efficiency th

1)r

biolo:;ic~11 statistics of

Gd. Cm . 1.91)

i.s mu ch preferred.

mcth ,.1J ul Leslie. or DcLury ::iay

In :m y •~vent. 'i: ll"L:1hili t::: nf t!:c c'stimate should

of fish.

L11Jivi.Ju.-1l Lish 1~i.l.L v:iry i .11 ml'L.-11 c,1:1cc•nLr .- 1ti.011 ;1s a

:unction of species, food habi.t, s i :'.c ,

:l f'. l'

.-ind

1, :: x.
1

The determination

of variability in metal concentrations bet we e n individual fish
unnecessarily complicates matters, and may in [ act mask real changes
in the popul~tion.

This is especially true if samples may consist

of "one, two, or three" fish.

Samples must be of the same number

of fish of the same relative size.

Replicate composit samples would

be acceptable.
The rationale for sampling fish for metal analysis three or
four times a year is not explained.

If an adequate sample is obtained,

once per yea1· should be sufficient.

i

The tissues to be analyzed deserve careful consideration.

The

most o=cologically meaningful technique is whole body analysis.
E:-:cept for the case o!: bottom-feeders such as carp, which ingest
sediment along ·,;ith food items, •:his tecim:i.que will give reliable
results.

Fo o d and Drug Admin i.~. ..:ration st.:mda n ls (or toxic substances

in fish are bas e d on edible ti s sue, e xclu<li.11 g e ntrails, skin, .:rnd bone.
rio,.-e'.·er tr:e on L:; metal f 0 r ,,..,i1ir:i1 FDA h.-.is e stablish e d a stanuard in
fi s i1 Ls ::ier c ur y .

EP .\ dr.i. nk i.n 1'. 1-1 :1tcr c:rit c 1·i .1 ri c not .:1pply to f ish.

In ;:; ...: s tion ,if m~t:i.ls b y p~o pll'. who c:1t fi s h !"rum thi.s :irc .::i

.L -=>

of

20 July 1981

Professor Ricb.:1rd Hill
Department of Industrial Cooperation
108 Boardman Hall
Campus
Dear Professor Hill:
Enclosed is my review for LURC of the Environmental Work Plan submitted
by Superior Mining Co;npany on 25 June 1981.
i

I spent a total of three hours on the review, at a consulting rate of
$25 perhour.
Sincere~y,

.tJ:J.-'-er~

George L. Jacobson Jr.
Assistant Professor
Botany ~nd Quaternary Studies

sites should he visited.
T. t·ccrn~m1! 1HI tli:1t th e s ampling :;c licrne be str:i.tifi2d
so th.:Jt every habit.:Jt mapped t:rom the photos is •;ampled bv at leasl 20
sample stations.
The discussion of s ;1mpl ini~ ground 1·,1ver (p. 2-L,O) docs not say
whether lichens and bryophytes are to be included in the sample.
If not,
they should be.
In many spruce-fir forests the se contribute more to
ecosystem diversity than :rny other groups.
2-48, p.:ira. 4
In addition to taking 35mm slides o[ selected plant specimens, it
would be good to note the location of the plants carefully so that they
can easily be revisited by experts who can confirm the identifications.
p.

3-6
As I noted above, there is substantial justification for establishing
peCTilanent plots to :nonitor r-.errestrtal bi.ot:-i, just as there is for aquatic
organisms. Sampling for airborne particulates alone ts not as useful for
spotting possible damage to plants, because for many species very litt~e
is known about what amounts of various heavy metals cause significant
effects. Sampling and re-sampling 10-20 permanent plots would be relatively
quick and inexpensive, yet this could be among the most sensitive ways of
detcctiLg long-term changes in the Elor2.
p.

i

p. 4-3, last para.
This is a -rather odd use of the word "natural."

;

p. 4-6, last para.
These mitigation lands should be identified, purchased, and conveyed
..:o the state bei:ore tile original habitat is destroyed.
I will be happy co clarify or expand on •·hese remarks iE that would
be helpful tn LURC.
I c.:rn be reached .ic 581-2630 (UNO) or 862-4708 (home).

Sincerely,
/\
I
j/\ --1 i / IC/4-'fl,/,~

1--JC"'-f;

[ ..

1:1l"(1il'.;on.

i\ s :-; i.st :1 11t

l'roi:t~s,;nr

1.enl"!'.C

llut;my

; 111d

Jr.

'<11 ;1tcrn;1ry

Studil',-,

20 July

1
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Professor Richard Hill
Department of Industrial Cooperation
108 Bo ~rdman Hall
University of Maine
Orono, ME 0446 9
Dear Professor Hill:

I have critically reviewed the sections dealing with terrestrial plant
ecology in the Environmental Work Plan submitted by the Superior Mining
Company to LURC on 25 .June 1981. The comments below are iPterded to be
constructive. for the most part they are deyed to specific pages and
paragraphs of Superior's proposed ~ork Plan.
p.~-18, para. 1&2
There is little justif ic::i tion for saying th a t "the project/does not
contain any habitat si 6 riificant to rare, threatened, or endangered terrestrial
species." Telephone discussions, even with experts, are not a satisfactory
substitute for careful on-the-ground surveys.
I would he surpresed if there
were not some rare plant species in one or more of th e wetlands included in
the site. The problem is that this judgement of "no significance" becomes
the basis for de-emphasizing the terr es trial ecological portions of the
W0rk Plan. At the very least, this decision should await the scrvey that
is proposed for this year.
p.2-38, para.J
As a result of the dccisiC'n noted above, no lon g-term monitoring o[
terrestrial biota is proposed in the plan.
I think this is a mistake, even
if the ;tssumption of "no sign i[ic.1nt ha bi L1ts " prove s to be correct.
S<:::veral plant ;c; roup:,--notably lichens and bt·yo phytcs-- :He very sensitive
indicat0rs of e nvironment.:ii ch;ini-_;e. A sm:111 numbc.r ,)[ perm:.rncnt plats
(c.:1. 10-20) s c.'.ltti.!rcd throu ghou t the are:1 woul.d :illow annu:1l monitoring
of thosl3 ta:-:a; <lata from plot s of this type may rroviJe the best (~vidcnce
on the e ffects of airborne p,H ticulatc s that contain heavy metals. This
could supplc:ment the data Crcm r:iech:1nici1l parti.culate collectors, which
i.n th cm:;e l ves give no i.ndicttion ul \,hat le ve l s lll' ,1 g iven pollutant mi ght
L, C!

in pc rt .:1 n t tu t he b i o t :1

.

2- J'J :md > l1 0
The :,Lin f•Jr ,;:1mpli.:i g t!tc: vc1~el:1tion i.:; ,.l re:1sor1ahlc! u ne.
Sp:iciw: the
tClll'.>ect :; l :,00 fc·t.:t ap:1rc. '..J itl l :_;,1r.1pl ing :;ta ci ons •~:1ci1 : oo i: CL'.t wi.lL :1ive a goc
i.[ -.~encr:1i. . pi.ctu 1,, ,11 ·..;i1:1L i.s i•rc:;•.'nt.
'.·Iv nne conl'.l'rn 1.Ji.t!1 thi.s .1r r :1v of
:s .::n:, l,~ pt ,1nrs is tli:1t :;omL'. ul· tllc' lLss-ci,n!!r.un ,:ove r typL's may be ,;ar:1plt2u
t oo l L,;il t l:; . .\ftc• r ; 1 :;.ll:lpi in •~ •.•t· f.irt of :: Iii., ; :;nr· c, ,,n e ·.-:n11 ld like t,J k;ve
.:it Lc:..1:;c lS-..'.O .~.- .~ltlics ~n ,::1 L,Jcil t!11i.t reprl'Sl'tlC,:d i.n :·i1L' ,1rc:i, :111d i.t possible
:;amp Li.! 1· r- o ::i ,~;1ch " t:J11d Lh;1t !1:1 !; h,•cn m:1pp,~d . !\c:c c,rJ in·.~ to l·'i 1~. 2-2, ;1t Lc,1st
t1...•o :1rc:1::; ol •..-iii.t,! C:L',l:1r/cc111it,•r.ius :;1,:u np w ill 11or :ie s;1mpl.cJ at :ill; no r wil.
thL !..\.'O 1.·,~tL1:1el Lrc , !; in tli0 nort!:c :1s tern :,cc: r.i. ,Jn•; uf th e study ., rc:.i.
All sucl
p.

TO:

l{ichard C. llill

FROM:

RE:

Louis

Ploch anJ Stephen D. Reiling

J\.

Evaluation of "Socioeconomic Studies" section of <lraft environmental
work plan for Superior Min inr, Project

In general. the socioeconomic study is quite comprehensive and
coincides with standardized procedures. One general problem and one
which ::iay not li;:ive a highly specific resolution is, M1at is the area
(community) to be considered? What will be the geographic, political,
social/cultural data base referents? Presw~ably there will be different
referents for various data, but the hases shou}d be indicated.
In the analysis to follow those variables which are primarily social
will be reacted to separately from tho:;e which ::ire prim:-irily economic
though we recognize interrelat:onships between the two.
Social Variables
1.

Housing - How will data be obt::iinc<l'? To date the 1980 housing data
issued by the Bureau of the Census is limited an<l probably not too
meaningful. \'/ill there be on-site studies (the best method). or will
information from the regionul pLmning agency anJ/or real d;tate
dealers be utilized? There are inherent Jangcrs in relying on real
estate dealers for infonnation.

2.

Ponulation - :\gain, \,hat is the d::it::i. base rrnd what will be the
parameters? While there may be sufficient numbers of persons for
general support services, it is unlikely that the population base can
supply skilled technicians and other vital personnel.

3.

R.ccre:it ion - There is very little comr.,erc ial recreation in the area.
This muy b-:come a problem and should be investigated. An inventory
of the bountiful supply of outuoor recreational opportunities should
be made.

4.

Life Stvl
very :.unbiguous term, but one of great imprrt:rnce. The
µroj,:,:t area lies hcti-;ecn the site of tiic C:.l lic-1 ikc life style of the
Fccnc::-l::rn:1di:m do:11i11atcd St.John \'alley :1nJ th•~ conservative
.i\roo~;took liiblc belt. The1·c CDttlJ be co;i,:i,'.er:1hle soci:1]-cultural
cor:dicrc;. Con~;iderati_on sh0uld lie given ro thi:; potenti;tl problem.

5.

!1cdi.c:1t :; 1:n·i,:t~s - There has l;cc:1 :1 gce:1t iinprovc1:1e11t in ,\roost::Jok
r.1cJic:.ll :;c.:rv:ccs in rcccnr: \'c,i:·s, hut the project could strain them.
Ccn:,iLi-.:1·:1tit1n •,hould [;,; ·_;i\·1_'11 (0 pn)jcct pnivid,:d tH st. 11portcd mcJic:il
scrvtcce>, p:1nicul;1rl:.· ··111cq:c11c·\· mcdic1l ··cni,:c:;.

1~

-

,\

6.

Educ:itional Facilities - Needs careful consi<leration in consultation
\,ith Local :rnJ :;tatc officials. Etlucatio11:il provision is unique in
Maine - the consultants should make intense effort to understand the
structure of the system as well as its community/human related
aspects.

Economic Variables
1.

Measurement of these economic impacts ir. the detail manner mentioned
in the proposal requires citlH:'r an fnput-Output or an economic base
model for the study area. r•~ sure no such mo<lels exist. The study
team will have to <lo a lot of primary data collection or modify
existing models for other areas to fit the local situation.

2.

Evaluating the i;inancial and community service impacts will also
require some primary data collection but it should be obtainable
from local communities and other levels of government.

3.

General Comment - The approach for me:1suring the economic impact of
the proposed facility is the standard, routine approach. It is an
acceptable approach; Lhe only problem is Lhe final output u?ually
falls short of the proposed analysis hecause of inadequate~ata or
speculating beyond the point for which the data is suited.

